
Oracle® COREid 7.0.4
Access and Identity
Release Notes
COREid 7.0.4 provides full installation packages for the Tier 2 platforms described in 
“Product Enhancements” on page 5. COREid 7.0.4 is not a patch.

Note: The product formerly known as “Oblix NetPoint” or “Oblix COREid” is now 
Oracle COREid. All legacy references to “Oblix” and “NetPoint” in either the product 
documentation or the software interface should henceforth be understood to connote 
“Oracle” and “COREid,” respectively.

You may install COREid 7.0.4 as a fresh installation or use the COREid 7.0.4 
installation packages to upgrade an older COREid environment. For more information 
on installation paths, see “Upgrade Tips” on page 4.

This document contains the following sections:

• “COREid 7.0.4 Software and Documentation” on page 2

• “Upgrade Tips” on page 4

• “Product Enhancements” on page 5

• “Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.4” on page 19

• “Known Issues in COREid 7.0.4” on page 24

• “Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.3” on page 26

• “Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.2” on page 41

• “Known Issues in COREid 7.0.2” on page 45

• “Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.1” on page 47

• “Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0” on page 59

• “Installing and Uninstalling Patch Releases” on page 63

• “Contacting Customer Care” on page 67
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COREid 7.0.4 Software and Documentation
COREid software and documentation is available as part of the multi-CD set that 
includes the other components in the Oracle Application Server package. You can also 
download COREid software and documentation from the Oracle Web site. 

A more recent version of the Release Notes may exist. The Oracle Web site will always 
contain the most recent version. See:

http://www.oracle.com

To download software and documentation, enter the 
following URL

http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/index.html 

Current Titles in the Oracle COREid Document Set
Each COREid manual is assigned a part number that appears on the first page. This 
number is incremented as the manual is updated. An introduction to each manual in the 
COREid document set appears in the following list. (The previous title of each volume 
appears in parentheses):

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Release Notes (NetPoint 7.0.3 Release 
Notes)—Provides the latest information on this product and related documentation. 

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Introduction (Introduction to 
NetPoint)—Provides an overview of the business purpose of COREid and a 
description of the COREid components and documentation. 

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Upgrade Guide (NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade 
Guide)—Describes how to upgrade to COREid 7.0 from previous versions.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Installation Guide (NetPoint 7.0 
Installation Guide)—Describes installation of COREid and related components.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Administration Guide, Volume 1 
(NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1)—Describes use of the COREid 
Identity System and common administrative tasks such as auditing and logging.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Administration Guide, Volume 2 
(NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 2)—Describes use of the Access 
System.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity Integration Guide (NetPoint 7.0 Integration 
Guide)—Describes how to use COREid for functions such as single sign-on to 
external applications and provisioning user accounts in external applications, 
including Microsoft MIIS, Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server, BEA WebLogic, 
and IBM WebSphere.
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• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Deployment Guide (NetPoint 7.0 
Deployment Guide)—Describes how to deploy COREid in a production 
environment, including capacity planning, performance tuning, and configuring 
failover and load balancing.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Customization Guide (NetPoint 7.0 
Customization Guide)—Describes how to modify the appearance and behavior of 
COREid without writing code.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity 7.0 Developer Guide (NetPoint 7.0 
Developer Guide)—Describes how to programmatically perform the functions that 
a person would perform with the Identity and Access Systems.

• Oracle COREid Access and Identity Schema Description (NetPoint 7.0 Schema 
Description)—Describes the directory schema that is provided with COREid.

Previous Versions of the COREid 7.x Documentation

The following table lists the title and the part number of each manual for each 7.x 
release that preceded version 7.0.4.

 Manual Titles and Part Numbers for Each Release Prior to Oracle COREid 7.0.4
Manual Title Part # for  v7.0 Part # for v7.0.1 Part # for v7.0.2 Part # for v7.0.3
Release Notes NPRN7.0 NPRN7.0.1 NPRN7.0.2 NPRN7.0.3

Introduction to NetPoint NPINTRO7.0 NPINTRO7.0A NPINTRO7.0B --no update--

Installation Guide NPINST7.0 NPINST7.0A NPINST7.0B NPINST7.0C

Upgrade Guide NPUPGRD7.0 NPUPGRD7.0A NPUPGRD7.0B NPUPGRD7.0C

Administration Guide
Volume 1

NPADMIN7.0V1 NPADMIN7.0AV1 NPADMINV17.0B NPADMINv17.0C

Administration Guide
Volume 2

NPADMIN7.0V2 NPADMIN7.0AV2 --no update- NPADMINv27.0B

Customization Guide NPCUST7.0 NPCUST7.0A --no update- NPCUST7.0B

Integration Guide NPINT7.0 NPINT7.0A NPINT7.0B NPINT7.0C

Developer Guide NPDEV7.0 NPDEV7.0A --no update- NPDEV7.0B

Deployment Guide NPDPLY7.0 NPDPLY7.0A --no update- --no update-

Schema Description NPSCHEMA7.0 NPSCHEMA7.0A --no update- --no update-
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Upgrade Tips
See the table below for details about upgrading to COREid 7.0.4.

COREid Connectors and additional WebGates provided with COREid 7.0 and 7.0.1 
may be used with COREid 7.0.2, 7.0.3, and 7.0.4 installations. 

The 7.0.4 Access Server for Linux does not support SecurID authentication because 
RSA does not currently support Linux AS 3.0 for the SecurID client. 

For more information, see “Product Enhancements” on page 5. 

About COREid 7.0.1 (and higher) Patch Installers
Starting with COREid 7.0.1, patch installers provide parameter and message updates. 
This means that you will see two subdirectories when you extract the patch for each 
component: 

_Component_binary_parameter 
_Component_message_en-us (or other locale)

You must install or uninstall the patch only from the _Component_binary_parameter 
directory, which automatically calls the message installer. Un-patching the binary also 
removes the message updates.

Going forward, new GIFs, XSL, HTML, images, or similar files can be included in a 
patch release. In this case, they are updated or added when you apply a locale-based 
patch to update messages.

Note: If you have changed an XSL file to customize your environment, your 
customized file might be overwritten while patching.

For more information, see “Installing and Uninstalling Patch Releases” on page 63. 

Starting From Actions to Upgrade to 7.0.4
No COREid Installation Install COREid 7.0.4, as described in the COREid Access and Identity 

7.0 Installation Guide (part number B19009-01)
COREid 5.x - 6.5 Upgrade to COREid 7.0.4, as described in the COREid Access and 

Identity 7.0 Upgrade Guide (B19010-01)
COREid 7.x Upgrading from COREid 7.0.x to COREid 7.0.4 is not supported. 
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Product Enhancements 
The following enhancements have been included in this COREid release:

• “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.4” on page 5

• “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.3” on page 8

• “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.2” on page 10 

• “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.1” on page 13

• “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0” on page 16

For the most up-to-date platform support, see the Oblix Customer Care Web site, which 
includes details about our support policy: 

https://customers.oblix.com/shared/prodinfo/prod_roadmap.cfm

Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.4
The following enhancements are available in COREid 7.0.4:

New Certifications—COREid adds support for the following platforms:

• COREid Connector for WebSphere Application Server (WAS) Integration:

• WAS 6.0 on SUSE ES 9.0

• WebSphere Portal 5.1 on AIX

• OracleAS 10g Integration:

• 10g (10.1.2.0.0.) is supported on Windows 2003, Solaris 2.8/2.9,
HP-UX 11i/11.11, and RHL 3.0

• Plum Tree Integration:

• PlumTree Corporate Portal 5.0.4 WS on WIndows 2000 with Service Pack 4.

Oracle Internet Directory (OID) support—COREid now provides support for the 
the Oracle Internet Directory (version 10.1.2.0.0). Consult the Oracle Web site (http://
www.oracle.com/support/contact.html) for the latest matrix listing support for 
version-specific combinations of the following:

• COREid

• OID

• host application server

• host operating system
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To facilitate full interaction between COREid and OID, you must perform the 
following tasks:

• Specify the user objectclass and group objectclass used by OID when prompted to 
specify these object classes during COREid setup. 

• Configure the orclUserV2 objectclass during COREid setup and associate this 
auxiliary object class with the Employees tab in the User Manager interface. This 
enables you to manage orclUserV2 attributes in OID user entries through the 
COREid graphical interface. 

• Group objects to be managed through OID DAS must belong to the orclGroup 
objectclass. To attach the orclGroup auxiliary class to the group objects created 
through COREid, you must perform the following tasks:

1. Manually configure the auxiliary class (orclGroup) through the COREid 
System Console after you have completed COREid product setup.

2. Configure a new group type for this auxiliary objectclass through the COREid 
Group Manager interface.

3. Include at least one attribute from orclGroup in the workflow defined for 
creating group objects through COREid. This ensures that groups created 
through the COREid Group Manager belong to the orclGroup objectclass and 
can be managed through OID DAS.

• Ensure that both COREid and OID can “see” every new user or group within a 
given OID instance, regardless of the application (COREid or OID) that created the 
user or object. To accomplish this, you must configure COREid to use both the user 
and group searchbases that OID uses. You can do this during COREid setup or by 
later adding the OID searchbases through the COREid system console.

• Ensure that all attributes used in an LDAP filter can be searched by OID. 
Accomplish this by indexing in OID all the attributes previously marked as 
“searchable” through COREid. You can determine which attributes have been 
marked searchable for the User Manager, Group Manager, and Org. Manager by 
navigating to the respective Configuration page for each of these applications in the 
COREid System Console. On each of these three Configuration pages, click 
Configuration Tab in the left column to display the list of existing tabs for the 
current application. For each item on each list, click View Search Attributes to 
display the attributes associated with that item.

• Use the Oracle Directory Manager or the Oracle Internet Directory Self-Service 
Console to ensure that EMailAdminsGroup is not a member of UMAdminsGroup. 
This allows Nested Group searches, while also preventing endlessly recursive 
searches that cause the Access Server to crash.

Note: LDAP referrals and continuation references are not supported when COREid is 
used in conjunction with OID.
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For detailed information and instructions on installing and configuring OID, consult 
your Oracle Internet Directory documentation.

Oracle Database support—To facilitate COREid support for the Oracle database, the 
SQLDBType parameter has been added to both globalparams.xml (for the Identity 
System) and globalparams.lst (for the Access System). Users must open the appropriate 
globalparams.* file in any plain-text editor, modify the SQLDBType parameter, save 
and close the file, then restart the server on which the globalparams.* file resides. Legal 
values include the following:

• SQLServer (default)

• Oracle

Note: When no value is specified for SQLDBType in globalparams.*, COREid 
assumes the default value (SQLServer) for SQLDBType.

WebPass, WebGate, and Access SDK enhancement—When multi-process web 
servers are configured for multi-process start up, they spawn many processes. Once 
spawned, each process for each webpass or webgate sends an updateconfiguration 
request to the server at an assigned interval. (The default is once every 60 seconds). 
This large number of update configuration requests has been determined to cause other 
valid server requests to be delayed.

The WebPass, WebGate and Access SDK components have been enhanced so that only 
one updateconfiguration request is sent per component instance (i.e. WebPass, 
WebGate), irrespective of the number of processes spawned by the Web server. 

This change only affects Web servers configured for multi-process start up. Web 
servers configured for single-process, multi-threaded mode remain unaffected by this 
change.

Failover and Failback enhancement—A "heartbeat" polling mechanism now 
facilitates immediate failover to a secondary directory server when the number of 
connections in the connection pool falls below the specified threshold level. 
Additionally, a “failback" mechanism now facilitates switching from the secondary 
directory server back to the primary server as soon as the preferred connection has been 
recovered.

The heartbeat feature polls all the primary directory server connections periodically to 
verify the availability of the directory service (and by implication, the network).
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You configure the polling interval by setting the "SleepFor" parameter for each Access 
and Identity server. For Access servers, you navigate to: Access Server > System 
Configuration > View Server Settings > Configure LDAP Directory Server Profiles > 
ServerName > SleepFor, where ServerName specifies the Access server for which you 
are setting the SleepFor interval. For Identity servers, you navigate to: COREid System 
Console > System Admin > System Configuration > Configure Directory Options > 
Configure LDAP Directory Server Profiles > ServerName > SleepFor, where 
ServerName specifies the Identity server for which you are setting the SleepFor 
interval.

When the host cannot be reached, further attempts to connect to that host are now 
blocked for the user-specified SleepFor interval, rather than for the TCP timeout used 
previously.

A new "heartbeat_ldap_connection_timeout_in_millis" parameter in 
globalparams.xml and globalparams.lst determines the timeout interval for establishing 
a connection. The default value for this parameter is 4000 (4 seconds).

If the directory service is not available, the heartbeat mechanism immediately initiates 
failover to the secondary directory server. Thus, failover can now take place without 
being triggered by an incoming directory service request and a subsequent TCP timeout 
prior.

Note: In situations where the enterprise network performance is poor, the heartbeat 
feature can trigger false alarms and tear down already-established connections. 
Therefore, the "heartbeat_enabled" parameter in the globalparams.xml and 
globalparams.lst files enables you to activate or deactivate the heartbeat mechanism in 
response to current network conditions. By default the heartbeat feature is activated.

Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.3
The following enhancements are available in COREid 7.0.3:

DNConversion Toolkit—A new version of the DNConversion Toolkit is provided 
with COREid 7.0.3. The DNConversion Toolkit is a stand-alone package that you must 
download from the Oblix Web site to complete your integration with VDE. Always use 
the downloaded stand-alone toolkit. An earlier version of the toolkit may be included 
in the COREid_install_dir but should not be used. Contact Oblix Customer Care if you 
have any problem downloading the stand-alone toolkit package.

Tier 2 Platform Support—The COREid 7.0.3 release provides support for tier 2 
platforms (AIX 5.2, Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0 and HP-UX 11i (11.11)). Full 
installation packages are provided for the following tier 2 platform components for all 
components that are required to support this version, as indicated below:

• COREid Server and Access Server—On Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0
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Note: Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0 is supported on x86, 32-bit hardware 
platforms.

• Novel eDirectory 8.7.3—On Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0

• COREid Reports Server—mySQL reporting, auditing, and logging data store 
now on Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0

• Access Manager and WebPass Web Servers—

• Apache 2.0.52 on Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS v3.0

• IBM HTTP Server 1.3.26 on IBM AIX 5.2 

• Sun Java System 6.1 SP2 on HP-UX 11.11—WebPass Only

• Access Server API and Access Manager API—C and Java platform/compiler 
support—

• AIX 5.2 with AIX C v6

• HP-UX 11i with HP ANSI C++ 3.25

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS v3.0 with GNU 3.2.3 (API platform/compiler)

• WebGate for Apache 1.3.33 Web Server—On:

- AIX 5.2

- HP-UX 11i

- Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS v3.0 

• WebGate for Apache 2.0.52 Web Server—On:

- HP-UX 11i

- Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS v3.0 

• WebGate for IHS 1.3.26 Web Server—On Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS v3.0 

• WebGate for IHS and IHS Reverse Proxy 2.0.47—On Solaris 8

• WebGate for Lotus Domino R6.5.3 Web Server—On:

- Windows 2000 and Windows 2003

- Solaris 8

- AIX 5.2

• WebGate for Sun Java System Web Server 6.1 SP2—On HP-UX 11i (11.11)

• SNMP Monitor Support—COREid Server and Access Server—On Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux AS 3.0

• COREid Connector—for WAS v5.0.x and WPS v5.0.2 with CMR on AIX 5.2

• COREid Ready Realm for BEA— 
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• BEA WebLogic 8.1 on Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1

• BEA WebLogic 8.1 via SSPI on the platforms below:

• Solaris 8

• HP-UX 11.0i

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1

• Windows 2000 Advanced Server SP4

• BEA WebLogic 7.0 and WebLogic Portal 7.0 via compatibility

For more information, see the COREid Integration Guide.

RSA SecurID—ACE Server 5.2 support is provided on Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 
3.0. However, the 7.0.3 Access Server for Linux does not support SecurID 
authentication because RSA does not currently support Linux AS 3.0 for the SecurID 
client. 

Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.2
See the following discussions for details about product enhancements available with 
COREid 7.0.2:

• “Additional Directory Server Support” on page 10

• “COREid 7.0.2 Platforms” on page 11

• “COREid 7.0.2 Connector and Integration Support” on page 11

• “COREid Integration with OctetString VDE” on page 12

Additional Directory Server Support

COREid 7.0.2 provides the following additional directory server support:

• IBM Directory Server v5.1—You may install COREid 7.0.2 in a fresh installation 
with the IBM Directory Server v5.1, as described in the COREid 7.0 Installation 
Guide. In addition, you may upgrade an earlier version of COREid (which uses an 
earlier version of the IBM Directory Server, formerly SecureWay), as described in 
the COREid 7.0 Upgrade Guide.

• COREid Data Anywhere—You may install COREid 7.0.2 using the COREid 
Data Anywhere option when you integrate COREid with OctetString Virtual 
Directory Engine, as discussed in “COREid Integration with OctetString VDE” on 
page 12.

Note: The DNConversion Toolkit is a stand-alone package that you must 
download from the Oblix Web site to complete your integration with VDE. 
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Contact Oblix Customer Care if you have any problem downloading this 
stand-alone package. Do not use the toolkit in the COREid_install_dir. 

COREid 7.0.2 Platforms

The COREid 7.0.2 Identity Server and Access Server are supported on the platforms 
below:

- Windows 2000 Advanced Server SP4 

- Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition with .NET framework

- Solaris 8 or 9

The COREid 7.0.2 WebPass, Access Manager, and WebGate are supported on:

Platforms—Windows 2000 Advanced Server SP4 or Windows Server 2003 
with .NET framework; or Solaris 8 or 9
Web Servers—Sun v6 (Solaris and Windows 2000 only), Apache 1.3.31 
(Solaris only), Microsoft IIS v5 (Windows 2000 only) or v6 (Windows Server 
2003 only)

COREid 7.0.2 Connector and Integration Support

The COREid 7.0.2 Connector for WebSphere supports the following:

• WebSphere Application Server v5.0 and WebSphere Portal Server v5.0 with the 
COREid Custom Member Repository (CMR). 

• WebSphere Application Server v5.1 (UserRegistry interface replaced 
CustomRegistry interface) and WebSphere Portal Server v5.0

You need a fresh WAS v5.1 installation because the older CustomRegistry has 
been replaced by the UserRegistry.

The COREid 7.0.2 Connector for WebSphere does not support WebSphere Application 
Server (WAS) v4.x. Any issues arising in a COREid 7.0.1/WAS 4.x environment will 
be resolved with the release of a 7.0.1.x patch. 

COREid Connectors and additional WebGates provided with COREid 7.0 and 7.0.1 
may be used with COREid 7.0.2 installations. 

Differences Between Portal v4 and Portal v5 Integrations

WebSphere Portal v4 used Member Services to manage information about 
users, user profiles, and user groups. To integrate Portal v4 with COREid, Oblix 
implemented this Member Services interface in the COREid Connector for 
WebSphere.
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WebSphere Portal v5 uses a follow-on called Member Manager. This new 
interface does not support backward compatibility with the Portal v4 interface. 
Existing MemberRepository implementations under WebSphere Portal v4.x 
were ported to the new interface definition in COREid 6.5.5 to support 
WebSphere Portal 5.0.2 on AIX 5.2.

For more information, see the latest COREid Integration Guide. 

COREid Integration with OctetString VDE

Integration with OctetString VDE version 3.0 (also known as COREid Data 
Anywhere) provides a data management layer that aggregates and consolidates data 
from RDBMS and LDAP directories into a virtual LDAP tree that can be managed by 
the COREid Identity System and used to support authentication and authorization using 
the COREid Access System.

Note: The DNConversion Toolkit is a stand-alone package that you must download 
from the Oblix Web site to complete your integration with VDE. Contact Oblix 
Customer Care if you have any problem downloading this stand-alone package. Do not 
use the toolkit in the COREid_install_dir. 

Deployment scenarios with the Oblix data stored behind the VDE are not supported. 
COREid 7.0.2 supports OctetString VDE for the following three scenarios (with the 
COREid configuration and policy data stored in a separate supported LDAP directory): 

Multiple LDAP Environments

• Multiple homogeneous (same vendor) and heterogeneous (different vendor) 
LDAP directories with multiple schemas and objectclasses are supported

• Full COREid Identity and Access System features are supported

Note: COREid-VDE integration supports the following LDAP directory 
servers: Microsoft AD/ADAM, Novell eDirectory, Sun Java System DS, and 
IBM directory server.

RDBMS Databases 

• COREid authentication, authorization, auditing, single sign on is supported 
through the Access System

• Limited support for COREid Identity System functions

• Oracle, MS-SQL, DB2, mySQL are supported

• Single table, multiple tables with 1:1 mapping 

Note: Multiple tables require the OctetString Join View Adapter
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• Some COREid Identity System features require the addition of data columns to 
certain RDBMS database tables.

Split Profiles

• Multiple LDAP directories are supported

• Combinations of LDAP directories and RDBMS databases are supported

• Full COREid Access System support is provided with limited COREid Identity 
System support

Note: The same limitations apply for split profiles as for RDBMS. Some 
COREid Identity features are not supported without database table 
modifications. 

See the COREid Integration Guide for more information about OctetString VDE v3.0 
(also known as COREid Data Anywhere).

Integration with the Microsoft Content Management Server—The COREid 
Integration Guide provides information on the integration between COREid and the 
Microsoft Content Management Server.

Integration with OracleAS 10g—The COREid Integration Guide provides 
information on the integration between COREid and OracleAS 10g.

Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0.1
The following enhancements have been released with COREid 7.0.1:

• “Additional COREid 7.0.1 Platforms and Certifications” on page 13

• “Additional Platforms and Certification on Other COREid Releases” on page 14

• “Workflow Enhancements” on page 14

See also, “Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0” on page 16.

Additional COREid 7.0.1 Platforms and Certifications

The following additional support is available with COREid 7.0.1:

• Siemens DirX directory server v2B build 143 is supported using the full 
installation packages for COREid v7.0.1, as described in the COREid 7.0A 
Installation Guide and COREid 7.0A Administration Guide Volume 1.

• Novell eDirectory directory server v8.7.3 is supported
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• COREid WebGates are available for:

• Apache v2 on Red Hat Linux 3.0 

• IHS on Red Hat Linux 3.0

• IHS v2 on IBM AIX 5.1

• Access Server SDK is available on Red Hat Linux 3.0 

• COREid Security Provider for WebLogic 8.1 SP2 is supported on:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3.0

• HP-UX 11.0

Additional Platforms and Certification on Other COREid 
Releases

The following additional support and certifications are also available:

• NetPoint 6.5.4 Access Server SDK certified on RedHat Linux AS 3.0 

• NetPoint 6.5.4 Security Provider for WebLogic 8.1 SP2 SSPI on RedHat Linux 2.1

• NetPoint 6.5.5 Connector for WebSphere Portal 5.0.2 on AIX 5.1 and 5.2

• NetPoint 6.1.1 Windows and Solaris Apache WebGates certified to support Oracle 
9iAS integration

• COREid 7.0 WebGate for IHS v.2 certified on AIX 5.2 

Workflow Enhancements

Ordinarily, the static participants you specify when you create a workflow step are the 
users responsible for completing that step. To avoid processing bottlenecks or to ensure 
that each ticket reaches the participant most appropriate to process it, the following 
three advanced ticket routing features enable the replacement of static participants 
under specific circumstances:

• Instead of specifying static participants when you create a workflow, you can have 
a workflow plug-in or application choose dynamic participants according to 
runtime conditions. 

• If a static or dynamic participant is going to be out of the office or otherwise unable 
to process workflow tickets, he or she can set an Out of Office flag in his or her 
user profile so that all incoming tickets are redirected to a surrogate participant for 
as long as the flag remains activated. 

• If the participants receiving a given workflow ticket fails to process it within a 
specified interval, that ticket can be sent to an escalation participant, who assumes 
full responsibility for the ticket.
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For more information, see the following topics and the COREid 7.0A Administration 
Guide Volume 1:

• “Dynamic Participants” on page 15

• “Out of Office Participants Tab” on page 15

• “Time-Based Escalation” on page 15

Dynamic Participants

You now have the ability to save a step with dynamic participants rather than 
static participants. 
For each step in a workflow (except the first step) you can designate either static 
participants who are always responsible for performing a given step unless 
explicitly overridden, or dynamic participants who are not chosen until the 
workflow is run (based on the run-time value of LDAP attributes or business 
logic you specify).
Earlier, any user action step could not be saved without specifying the 
participants.

Out of Office Participants Tab

A new Out of Office Participants tab appears to the left of the Mail Notification 
tab and will provide functionality similar to the Participants tab. You may select 
roles, rules, persons and groups as Out of Office participants.
If the participant is going to be out of the office or otherwise unable to process 
workflow tickets, he or she can set an Out of Office flag in his or her user profile 
so that incoming tickets are redirected to a surrogate participant for as long as 
the flag remains activated.
These selections will be reflected in the report when you click the View button. 
The tab will not be available for the first step of any workflow. For the 
subsequent steps, this tab will be available whenever a user action is required. 
For example, when the Participants tab is available.
The roles displayed should be same in the User Manager, Group Manager, and 
Organization Manager because these roles are to be evaluated against the 
current participants who are out of office.

Time-Based Escalation

Whenever a workflow ticket is not processed within a specified interval, 
responsibility for processing the ticket is transferred from the original 
participant who failed to act to a new participant, such as the manager of the 
original participant. If the new participant fails to process the ticket within the 
specified interval, the ticket is escalated again, and so on, until it ultimately 
reaches the COREid Administrator
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Product Enhancements in COREid 7.0
COREid 7.0 provides the following enhancements over previous versions of COREid.

Expanded Platform Support—COREid 7.0 includes support for WebGates installed 
with Apache v2 and IHS v2 powered by Apache. For more information and a complete 
list of supported platforms, see the COREid 7.0 Installation Guide or go to:

https://customers.oblix.com/shared/prodinfo/prod_roadmap.cfm

Note: Novell Directory and IBM SecureWay are not yet supported, but will be 
available in a minor release following COREid 7.0. 

Upgrade Support to COREid 7.0—You may upgrade to COREid 7.0 from NetPoint 
5.2.x, 6.0.x, 6.1.x, and 6.5.x. The upgrade consists of automated data and schema 
migration from prior versions of NetPoint, back to 5.2. See the COREid 7.0 Upgrade 
Guide for details.

SHAREid Support—SHAREid is a stand-alone Oblix product that enables single 
sign-on across organizations that use different security systems, allowing users who 
have logged in locally to access resources on remote Web sites without 
re-authenticating. SHAREid replaces COREid SAML Services. See the SHAREid 
Administration Guide for details.

Note: If you have an older version of NetPoint installed with SAML services, you may 
upgrade COREid SAML services to SHAREid. For more information, contact Oblix 
Customer Care as described in “Contacting Customer Care” on page 67.

Enhanced Data Storage Support—COREid allows you to store user data on one 
directory server type and COREid configuration and policy data on a different type of 
directory server. For example, you may store user data in Active Directory and 
COREid configuration and policy data on ADAM or iPlanet directory servers. See the 
COREid 7.0 Installation Guide for details.

Enhanced Logging, Auditing, and Reporting—COREid supports a cluster of 
features that collect and present COREid-related information. For example, the logging 
feature enables you to track program execution to troubleshoot system performance 
issues or debug custom AccessGates and COREid plug-ins. The auditing feature 
enables you to record Access System and COREid System events, as well as perform 
advanced searches on the policy and profile attributes stored on the COREid directory 
server.  You can send this information to text files or to a central database, where it can 
be extracted and compiled by the bundled Crystal Reports software, then presented as 
specially configured COREid Audit Reports. See the COREid 7.0 Administration 
Guide Volume 1 for details.
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Support for Diagnostics—For both the Access System and the COREid System, you 
can display configuration settings and current-state information on some or all of the 
COREid servers in your environment and the directory components to which they are 
connected. See the COREid 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 for details.

Improved Management of AccessGates and WebGates—In previous releases of 
COREid, all AccessGates were automatically displayed on the AccessGate 
configuration page in the Access System Console. This release provides the ability to 
control what AccessGates are displayed on this page. The AccessGate configuration 
page displays a search bar from which you can specify criteria such as the AccessGate 
name, host, or transport security mode. Only AccessGates that match the search criteria 
are displayed. An option to display all AccessGates is also provided. See the COREid 
7.0 Administration Guide Volume 2 for details.

Support for Provisioning using Microsoft MIIS—The Microsoft Identity 
Information Server (MIIS) enables organizations to manage issues that arise from 
storing identity information in different data sources. These issues include the 
administrative overhead associated with duplicated information and the need to 
synchronize information from different data sources. MIIS manages how data is passed 
among different data sources. MIIS selectively imports identity information from each 
data source, determines which directory contains authoritative data for specific 
purposes, and updates other data sources based on the data determined to be 
authoritative. 

With COREid 7.0, you can use the COREid System’s workflow functionality to add, 
modify, and delete information about users, and to propagate this information to 
different target data sources that are provisioned using MIIS. For example, you can 
configure an Add or Modify User workflow in COREid to provision user accounts in 
Exchange. See the COREid Integration Guide for details.

Support for Provisioning User Accounts in Back-end Applications—The COREid 
applications (the User, Group, and Organization Manager) enable users to view and 
modify information about themselves, other people, groups, inventory, and any other 
item that you, the administrator, choose to make available. You can define COREid 
workflows to apply business logic to actions performed in the COREid applications, so 
that, for example, review and approval must be performed before information about a 
user can be modified.

With COREid System provisioning functionality, you can extend a COREid workflow 
so that information that is added, deleted, or changed is propagated to other 
applications. This functionality is intended for provisioning user accounts in back-end 
applications such as email. 

This release of COREid enables you to configure information in an object template for 
the purpose of propagating data that is entered during a COREid workflow step to 
different target data sources. A back-end application uses this data for provisioning 
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user accounts. For example, you can configure an Add or Modify User workflow to 
provision user email accounts. Use of an object template is reserved for custom 
integrations. See the COREid 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 for details.

Single Sign-On to Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server—SharePoint Portal Server 
(SPPS) is a secure, scalable, enterprise portal server that builds on Windows Server 
2003 (W2K3) Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and Windows SharePoint 
Services (WSS). SPPS can aggregate SharePoint sites, information, and applications 
into a single, easy-to-use portal. In addition to WSS functionality, SPPS incorporates 
additional features such as News and Topics as well as personal and public views for 
“My Site,” and more.

Once COREid has been integrated with SPPS, COREid handles user authentication 
through an ISAPI filter for IIS and an ISAPI wild card extension, which enables SSO 
between COREid and SPPS. WSS handles resource request authorization for all SPPS 
resources. See the COREid Integration Guide for details.

WebLogic Support—This release offers additional support for the BEA WebLogic 
SSPI framework, as discussed in “Additional COREid 7.0.1 Platforms and 
Certifications” on page 13.

WebSphere 5 Support—This release supports WebSphere Application Server v5 
Enterprise Edition, as described in the COREid Integration Guide.
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Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.4
The following issues are resolved in COREid 7.0.4. 

Description of Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.4

Problem:  (Defect # 16364) A WebGate running on IIS requires both of the following:

• Users must have anonymous access to the special Web pages required by the 
WebGate

Defect
Number

Description Component Affected

16364 Users cannot specify selective anonymous access to a 
WebGate running on a Microsoft IIS server.

WebGate

16374 Users creating custom AccessGates cannot specify an 
X.509 certificate for the authentication scheme.

AccessGate

16519 The thread libraries for Java on Linux do not match, caus-
ing sample programs to hang.

Access SDK

17701 The MIIS connector does not advise the user of the need to 
clean up extraneous files.

MIIS Connector

18983 Password expiry notification does not work after the Admin-
istrator sets a user password (without also setting the 
“change on reset” flag).

Identity Server

19507 The evaluation of nested groups during evaluation of obmy-
groups cannot be turned off.

Access Server

19676 COREid 7.0.4 no longer supports the “.” separator for the 
Date attribute.

Identity Server

19758 The obsolete DN display type (from NetPoint 6.1.1) causes 
the post-migration Configure Attributes applet to fail to load.

Identity Server

19794 The Identity Server cannot start when the DN value for 
asynch_user contains latin-1 characters.

Identity Server

19839 An incorrect page reference is listed for “Cloning and Syn-
chronizing Installed Components” in the COREid Installa-
tion Guide.

Documentation

19955 During COREid Server setup with Novell eDirectory, the 
Attribute Configuration applet fails to assign the Login 
semantic type, and it returns an error message.

Identity Server

19962 The Access SDK bundled with the COREid Identity Server 
for Solaris and Linux contains incorrect libraries.

Access SDK
Identity Server

19969 OHS fails to start because of incorrect entry in httpd.conf 
file.

Apache Webgate for 
Oracle SSO
integration
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• IIS must control the password used for log on

However, some enterprises do not want to enable full anonymous access for their sites. 
They need a way to enable anonymous access to just the Web pages required by the 
WebGate for special situations.

Solution:  The workaround is to grant anonymous access to just the .cgi files required 
by the WebGate. This includes creation of the following files on the website for which 
the user wants to enable only selective anonymous access:

• obrareq.cgi—for the first part of a multi-domain SSO redirection

• obrar.cgi—for the second part of that multi-domain redirection

• oberr.cgi—for reporting a WebGate error

Problem:  (Defect # 16374) Users building their own AccessGates need a way to 
specify an X.509 certificate for the authentication scheme.
Solution:  In the section of AccessGate code that creates a new instance of 
ObUserSession, create a hashtable and place into it “certificate,” with the base-64 
encoded value of that certificate. The following lines of code accomplish this:

ObResourceRequest rrq = new ObResourceRequest(...);
Hashtable uc = new Hashtable();
uc.put(“certificate”,cert.getEncoded());

ObUserSession = new ObUserSession(rrq, uc);

Problem:  (Defect # 16519) The thread libraries for Java on Linux do not match, 
causing sample programs to hang. By default, Java on Linux uses user-level (green) 
threads. This conflicts with the native threads library (pthreads) used by the Access 
SDK.
Solution:  When writing programs with the Access SDK, use the -native flag, thus 
eliminating the conflict by forcing Java to use native threads (pthreads).

Problem:  (Defect # 17701) During installation of the MIIS connector, extraneous files 
are create in the MIIS extensions folder and the OblixMA database in SQL Server. The 
MIIS installation wizard does not advise users to delete these files manually at the end 
of the installation process.
Solution:  Users must manually remove the files in the MIIS extensions folder (which 
were created during the installation process to facilitate system rollback in case the 
installation process failed) and in the Oblix MA database, which is created by SQL 
Server during the installation process.
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Problem:  (Defect # 18983) When an Administrator changes a user password, the 
password expiry notification feature no longer works, because by default, a password 
set by an Administrator never expires.
Solution:  To ensure that the password expiry notification feature is activated, the 
Administrator must activate the “change on reset” flag when setting the user password. 
This forces the user to change the password the next time he or she logs in. Henceforth, 
the expiry interval determined by the password policy setting is enforced, because the 
existing password has been set by the user, and not the Administrator.

Problem:  (Defect # 19507) The evaluation of nested groups during evaluation of 
obmygroups cannot be toggled on and off.
Solution:  The TurnOffNestedGroupEvaluation parameter has been added to 
globalparams.lst. By default, this parameter is set to False. (In other words, nested 
group evaluation is enabled, by default). To disable nested group evaluation, the user 
should set TurnOffNestedGroupEvaluation to True.

Problem:  (Defect # 19676) Support for the “.” separator for the Date attribute ended 
following NetPoint 6.1.1. NetPoint 6.5 and COREid 7.0.4 only support the “/” and “-” 
date separators, both of which comply with ISO 8601.
Solution:  The migration process to COREid 7.0.4 automatically converts all instances 
of any date separator that is not “/” or “-” to “/”.

Problem:  (Defect # 19758) The DN display type was deprecated as of NetPoint 6.5. 
If a customer used the DN display type in version 6.1.1, the Configure Attributes applet 
(com.oblix.metaattr.ConfigMetaAttributes) fails to load properly following migration 
to COREid 7.0.4.
Solution:  Any user wishing to migrate a NetPoint 6.1.1 installation using the DN 
display type to COREid 7.0.4 must update the display type from DN to Object Selector 
BEFORE attempting migration to COREid 7.0.4. This can be accomplished through 
the Modify Attributes page of the COREid System Console.

Problem:  (Defect # 19794) The Identity Server cannot start when the DN value for 
asynch_user contains latin-1 characters.
Solution:  The COREid xml parameter catalog files do not specify the XML encoding. 
If the customers wish to use parameter values containing latin-1 characters in these xml 
parameter catalog files, they need to specify XML encoding in the XML prolog header. 
For instance, the following listing comes from the asynchparams.xml file in the 
COREid identity server installation area. (The path to this file is installdir/identity/
oblix/apps/asynch/bin/).

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ParamsCtlg xmlns="http://www.oblix.com" CtlgName="asynchparams"> 
<!-- File contents come here -->
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</ParamsCtlg>

After modification to enable latin-1 encoding, the above listing should look like the 
listing below:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<ParamsCtlg xmlns="http://www.oblix.com" CtlgName="asynchparams"> 
<!-- File contents come here -->

</ParamsCtlg>

Note: These changes are not required for lst parameter catalog files.

Problem:  (Defect # 19839) An incorrect page reference is listed for “Cloning and 
Synchronizing Installed Components” in the COREid Installation Guide.
Solution:  The COREid Installation Guide has been updated so that the link pointing 
to “Cloning and Synchronizing Installed Components” now points to the correct page.

Problem:  (Defect # 19955) During COREid Server setup with Novell eDirectory, the 
Attribute Configuration applet fails to assign the Login semantic type, and it returns an 
error message.
Solution:  Use the Attribute Configuration applet displayed during product setup to 
assign the Login semantic type to the login attribute. (Typically the login attribute is 
UID).

Problem:  (Defect # 19962) The Access SDK bundled with the COREid Identity 
Server for Solaris or Linux contains incorrect libraries.
Solution:  Before configuring the Access SDK bundled with the COREid Identity 
Server (on Solaris or Linux), copy the following libraries from <installdir>/oblix/lib to 
<installdir>/AccessServerSDK/oblix/lib folder.

• libstdc++.so.5

• libgcc_s.so.1

Problem:  (Defect # 19969) OHS fails to start because of incorrect entry in httpd.conf 
file.
Solution:  The Oracle SSL module is named mod_ossl.c, whereas the default value in 
httpd.conf is mod_ssl.c. Users must manually edit the "IfModule" section of the 
Webgate entries in httpd.conf. The following string:

<IfModule mod_ssl.c>

must be changed to the following:

<IfModule mod_ossl.c>
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Additionally, 

<IfModule !mod_ssl.c>

must be changed to the following:

<IfModule !mod_ossl.c>

During OHS startup, this problem typically generates an error message similar to the 
following:

apachectl start: execing httpd [Fri Apr 29 11:49:45 2005] [warn] Loaded DSO 
<COREid install dir>/access/oblix/apps/webgate/bin/webgate.so uses plain 
Apache 1.3 API, this module might crash under EAPI! (please recompile it with 
-DEAPI) 
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Known Issues in COREid 7.0.4
The following defects have been identified in COREid 7.0.4:

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

16426 The Help link “Enabling Multi-Language Support” 
returns an error page.

Online Help

19801 Page 432 in volume 1 of the COREid Administration 
Guide shows an inaccurate screenshot involving 
Database Instances on the Modify RDBMS Profile 
page.

Documentation

19810 The online help text associated with the “Details for 
COREid Server” page incorrectly advises use of a 
relative path when specifying the audit file for the 
Identity Server. Instead, users should specify the full 
path to the audit file.

Online Help

19951 When you modify a workflow through the Workflow 
Definition applet while a ticket is pending, the 
expected warning does not appear, and steps can 
be modified, even though such modification should 
not be permitted under such conditions. 

This applies only to COREid integrations with OID.

To avoid this issue, verify in advance that no pend-
ing tickets exist for any workflow definition you 
attempt to modify with the Workflow Definition 
applet.

User Manager
Group Manager
Organization 
Manager

19953 Auto update of the COREid schema fails when the 
French language pack is used in conjunction with 
the French version of Windows.

The user needs to follow the on-screen instructions 
for manual update. This is documented in Step 5 of 
the procedure “To specify directory details for the 
first COREid server” in the Oracle COREid Installa-
tion Guide.

French
Language Pack

19957 Workflows generated using QuickStart sometimes 
fail while creating objects. This does not occur when 
you use the workflow definition GUI to generate a 
workflow.

User Manager
Group Manager
Organization 
Manager

20005 When installed on AIX 5.2, the Access Manager can 
not connect to the directory server through SSL.

Access Manager
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20009 When dynamic participants are set in a workflow 
step instance through PPP pre-action, through the 
Surrogates feature, or through the Escalation fea-
ture, the View Participants section of the Ticket 
Information page shows that the ticket has been 
transferred to the dynamic participant, but the ticket 
itself does not appear (even though it should) in the 
queue of that dynamic participant. This is a known 
filter evaluation defect (#4365634) in OID.

This applies only to COREid integrations with OID.

User Manager
Group Manager
Organization 
Manager
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Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.3
The following issues are resolved in COREid 7.0.3. See also “Documentation Issues 
Resolved in COREid 7.0.3” on page 33.

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

n/a Workaround for Apache v2 issue on HP-UX 11.11 WebGate for 
Apache v2 

17688 Authentication Success/Failure and Authorization 
Success/Failure redirection to resource on same 
Web server may not work for Domino Web server.

WebGate for 
Domino

18696 The WebGate for Apache SSL on AIX may crash on 
Client Cert authorization

WebGate for 
Apache v2.0 on 
AIX

18079 There is a third-party issue with the installer for the 
COREid 7.0.3 WebGate for IHS v2.0 on Linux.

WebGate for 
IHS v2.0 on 
Linux

19065 Errors may appear in the COREid Server install log 
when the third-party RPM-build package is not 
installed on the machine. 

COREid Server

19094 Shared Secret key synchronization problem may 
appear to exist between the COREid and Access 
Systems when you click Generate Shared Secret 
multiple times in the Access System Console

COREid and 
Access Systems

19113 The Access Server with Active Directory on the 
back end may crash with ALS multi-thread multiple 
iterations run. 

Access Server

19146 RSA does not provide the necessary libraries on 
Red Hat Linux 3.0 for the SecurID client. As a result, 
the authn_securid DSO is not bundled with the 
package for Linux in COREid 7.0.3.

Access Server

19165 Active Directory 2000 does not support concurrent 
binds requests coming from different COREid 
threads on the same LDAP connection.

Third Party

19309 The Apache v2 Web server crashes when compiled 
with mpm_worker_module

Third Party

19322 ASDK on Linux AS 3.0 may crash when 
"MAX_ROTATION_SIZE" is reduced to 10000 kb in 
the oblog_config.xml file.

All

19360 The Access System Selector may give a Javascript 
error on machines where the IE 5.5 browser is 
accessed.

Access System
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Description of Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.3

Problem:  (n/a) An Apache v2 issue on HPUX 11.11 is described on the site below:
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=22484)

Workaround:  Ensure that the AcceptMutex directive in the Apache httpd.conf file is 
set to “fcntl”. If the directive is not present, add it to the httpd.conf file as follows:

AcceptMutex fcntl 

Problem:  (Defect #17688) Authentication Success/Failure and Authorization 
Success/Failure redirection to a resource on the same Web server may not work for 
Domino Web server. The redirection of a URL through COREid may not work if the 
authentication type is set as Basic Over LDAP and the URL to be redirected is 
mentioned as one of the following:

• Either a relative path present on the same Web server 

• Or the Full path URL on the same Web server containing a machine name defined 
in the host identifier string combinations.

Note: This problem does not occur with a form-based authentication type.

Workaround:  You must set the redirected URL with a machine name that is not 
defined under the host identifier group. For example, the IP address of the machine.

Problem:  (Defect #18696) The WebGate for Apache SSL on AIX may crash on Client 
Cert authorization when you:

• Create a Policy Domain protecting a resource using “Client Certificate” 
authorization scheme.

• Access the protected resource and try to authenticate using a valid user certificate. 

19443 Upgrading the COREid Connector for WebSphere 
to COREid 7.0.3 must be done using GUI mode.

COREid 
Connector for 
WebSphere

19465 Upgrading the COREid Connector for WebSphere 
may be incomplete without additional steps.

COREid 
Connector for 
WebSphere

19466 The install_dir and/or destination_subdirectory may 
not be created when cloning components for Linux.

All

19506 Upgrading the COREid Connector for WebLogic 
SSPI to COREid 7.0.3 must be done using GUI 
mode.

COREid 
Connector for 
WebLogic SSPI
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This occurs because, while building the Apache v2 SSL Web server, the symbols from 
OpenSSL Library libssl.a are exported into the httpd executable in Apache. The 
symbols needed by COREid from the OpenSSL library are:

• SSL_get_peer_certificate( ) 

• i2d_X509( )

During linking and binding on the AIX platform, any unused or unreferenced symbols 
are deleted. Therefore, the two symbols required by COREid are missing from the httpd 
executable. 

Solution:  See:

• “AIX Platform Recommendation for Apache v2” on page 28

• “Building the Apache v2 Web Server on AIX” on page 28

AIX Platform Recommendation for Apache v2

If you are using Client Cert Authentication on the AIX platform be sure to use:
AIX 5.2 Maintenance Level 4 with the following hotfix applied for dlsym 
problem on AIX (Bug# IY63366 )
http://www-1.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=isg1IY63366

Building the Apache v2 Web Server on AIX

While building the Apache v2 Web server, you must use the make command in 
the following manner:
make MFLAGS=EXTRA_LDFLAGS=“-Wl,-bE:OpenSSL_Symbols.exp”
where OpenSSL_Symbols.exp is the file containing the two required symbols.

Note: The symbol must be exported using the export file only, as shown above. 

Do not export the symbol on AIX with the following methods:
-bnog : To suppress garbage collection of symbols
-bexpal : To export all symbols
-uSymbolName: To export a particular symbol

Problem:  (Defect #18079) There is a third-party issue with the installer for the 
COREid 7.0.3 WebGate for IHS v2.0 on Linux. The installer hangs if the result of the 
following command is greater than 8K. 

mount | wc -c
Workaround:  The installer does not hang on a Linux machine that has a large number 
of mount points. See the following sites for more information:
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http://community.installshield.com/
showthread.php?t=134592&highlight=linux 
http://support.installshield.com/kb/view.asp?articleid=Q111159 

Problem:  (Defect #19065) Errors may appear in the COREid Server install log when 
the third-party RPM-build package is not installed on the machine. 

Note: ISMP requires rpm-build support, which was previously part of the base RPM 
package, but is no longer included. 

The installation continues successfully, however the product information is not added 
to the RPM database because ISMP maintains its own database registry 
(vpd.properties) where product information will be stored.

Workaround:  Ensure that your environment meets one of the requirements below:

• Ensure that rpm-build package is installed on the machine before you start COREid 
installation. See the following for more information:

http://community.installshield.com/showthread.php?t=122155
http://www-1.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21164634
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/ws51help/index.jsp?topic=/
com.ibm.wasee.doc/info/ee/ae/tins_rhel3.html

• Set the RPM Integration enable property to false (to ensure that ISMP uses its own 
registry to store the values and RPM is not used) by navigating to:

build > Platform Support > Expand > Linux Platform Support

Problem:  (Defect #19094) A Shared Secret key synchronization problem may appear 
to exist between the COREid and Access Systems when you click Generate Shared 
Secret multiple times in the Access System Console. 
Solution:  In the Access System Console > Common Configuration > Shared Secret, 
click Generate Secret once only.

Note: COREid supports only one level of Shared Secret key grandfathering. Clicking 
Generate Secret multiple times puts the shared secret key in COREid out of synch with 
the key in the Access Manager. Hence, when switching from COREid to the Access 
Manager, the Access Manager is unable to decrypt the cookie encrypted using the older 
key. 

Problem:  (Defect #19113) The Access Server with Active Directory on the back end 
may crash with ALS multi-thread multiple iterations run. For example, if you are 
running ALS with 50 threads and 20 iterations, the Access Server may crash after five 
or six iterations.
Workaround:  Complete the procedure below:
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To eliminate this issue

1. Locate globalparams.lst file in:
AccessServer_install_dir/access/oblix/apps/common/bin/globalparams.lst.

2. Add the line below to the globalparams.lst file:
exclusiveAuthnConnection:true

3. Restart the Access Server.

Problem:  (Defect #19146) RSA does not provide the necessary libraries on Red Hat 
Linux 3.0 for the SecurID client. As a result, the authn_securid DSO is not bundled 
with the package for Linux in COREid 7.0.3.
Solution:  These release notes, the COREid 7.0 Installation Guide, and the COREid 
7.0 Integration Guide include the following information:

RSA does not provide the necessary libraries on Red Hat Linux 3.0 for the 
SecurID client. As a result, the authn_securid DSO is not bundled with the 
package for Linux in COREid 7.0.3 and the COREid 7.0.3 Access Server for 
Linux does not support SecurID authentication.

Problem:  (Defect #19165) Active Directory 2000 does not support concurrent binds 
requests coming from different COREid threads on the same LDAP connection. 

COREid servers are multi-threaded and maintain a pool multiple LDAP 
connections to the directory server. Several COREid threads may share the 
LDAP connection for efficient processing of requests. However Active 
Directory 2000 does not support concurrent binds requests coming from 
different COREid threads on the same LDAP connection. This may cause 
spurious authentication failures.

Solution:  Add a new flag called exclusiveAuthnConnection in Access Server 
globalparams.lst and set it to true. This forces COREid threads to use separate LDAP 
connections for bind requests being sent to the directory server.

Problem:  (Defect #19309) The Apache v2 Web server crashes when compiled with 
mpm_worker_module.
Workaround:  If you compile Apache on Unix with the mpm_worker_module, you 
need to modify the thread.c file from the Apache source for the Unix environment. 

To modify the thread.c file for the Unix environment
1. Locate the thread.c file.

For example: 
APACHE 2.0.52 source/srclib/apr/threadproc/unix/thread.c 

2. Locate the function named apr_threadattr_create(apr_threadattr_t 
**new,apr_pool_t *pool) in the following code segment:
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1-----> apr_status_t stat; 

2 

3-----> (*new) = (apr_threadattr_t *)apr_pcalloc(pool, 
sizeof(apr_threadattr_t)); 

4-----> (*new)->attr = (pthread_attr_t *)apr_pcalloc(pool, 
sizeof(pthread_attr_t)); 

5 

6-----> if ((*new) == NULL || (*new)->attr == NULL) { 

7----->              return APR_ENOMEM; 

8-----> } 

9 

10----->(*new)->pool = pool; 

11----->stat = pthread_attr_init((*new)->attr); 

12 

13-----> if (stat == 0) { 

14----->            return APR_SUCCESS; 

15-----> } 

16----->#ifdef PTHREAD_SETS_ERRNO 

17----->stat = errno; 

18----->#endif 

19 

20----->return stat; 

21 

3. Add the following code before line 13 shown above.
int stacksize = 1 << 20; 
pthread_attr_setstacksize(&(*new)->attr, stacksize); 

4. Run configure, make, and make install to set up the Apache Web server with 
the mpm_worker_module.

Problem:  (Defect #19322) Access SDK on Linux AS 3.0 may crash when 
"MAX_ROTATION_SIZE" is reduced to 10000 kb in the oblog_config.xml file. 
COREid components on RedHat Linux AS 3.0 crash with the new NPTL based runtime 
libraries. 
Workaround:  To avoid the crash, set the LD_ASSUME_KERNEL environment 
variable before starting the Web server, WebLogic, and WebSphere that integrates with 
the COREid 7.0.3 Access SDK and Web components (WebPass, WebGate, and Access 
Manager). 

For example:
# export LD_ASSUME_KERNEL=2.4.19
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This causes the Linux dynamic linker to use the old runtime libraries. 

Problem:  (Defect #19360) The Access System Selector may give a Javascript error on 
machines from which the IE 5.5 browser is accessed. For example, if you navigate to 
the Access System Console > Access System Configuration > User Access 
Configuration > Revoked user > Revoked_Users_Link > Select user. With an IHS Web 
server, the Web Server returns the following error only for IE browser (Keep-alive) for 
a simple GET request even if there is no WebGate installed.

501 Method Not Implemented
Workaround:  Use the workarounds below:

1. Disable “Use HTTP 1.1” in the IE Advanced Internet Options. 

2. In the httpd.conf of IHS v1.3.26 for AIX, disable keepalive for Microsoft IE 
browsers by adding the following parameters: 
BrowserMatch "MSIE 5\.5;" nokeepalive
BrowserMatch "MSIE 6\.0;" nokeepalive

Problem:  (Defect #19443) Upgrading the COREid Connector for WebSphere to 
COREid 7.0.3 must be done using GUI mode. Otherwise, using Console mode, the 
NetPointWASRegistry.properties is not restored correctly in new install area. 
Solution:  Upgrade the COREid Connector for WebSphere to COREid 7.0.3 using 
GUI mode, as described below:

GUI Mode—The default for Windows systems when you select the installation 
package. GUI mode may also be used with Unix systems by appending -awt to the 
command. For example:

./NetPoint7_0_3_sparc-s2_Connector_for_WebSphere -awt

Note: When you start a GUI mode installation on a Unix system, you may 
receive warnings regarding fonts and scroll bars. These warnings refer to a 
purely cosmetic change and you may ignore them.

Problem:  (Defect #19465) Upgrading the COREid 6.x Connector for WebSphere to 
COREid 7.0.3 may be incomplete. For example, the WAS_install_dir is not updated 
with the latest connector jars and the NetPointWASRegistry.properties file needs to be 
configured for the OB_AdminUserName and OB_AdminUserCreds parameters.
Solution:  Complete the procedure below after the upgrade finishes.

1. Copy the jobaccess.jar and NetPointWASRegistry.jar files manually to the 
WAS_install_dir/lib after the upgrade.

2. Configure the NetPointWASRegistry.properties file for OB_AdminUserName 
and OB_AdminUserCreds parameters as shown below:
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- If AppServer Support—Comment the OB_AdminUserName and 
OB_AdminUserCreds parameters.

- If PortalServer Support—Set the Admin credentials in clear text.

Problem:  (Defect #19466) Cloning components for Linux to the same machine or a 
remote machine the install_dir and destination_subdirectory may not be created. The 
message shows “Cloning ...”, then fails giving an error message.
Workaround:  Before you attempt to clone COREid components for Linux, you must 
manually create the “identity” or “access” folder in the installation_dir. Once this 
subdirectory is created, you can successfully run the cloning tool.

Problem:  (Defect #19506) Upgrading the COREid Connector for WebLogic SSPI to 
COREid 7.0.3 must be done using GUI mode. Otherwise, using Console mode, the 
WebLogic_install_dir is not updated with the latest connector’s jar and properties files. 
Solution:  Upgrade the COREid Connector for WebLogic SSPI to COREid 7.0.3 using 
GUI mode, as described below:

GUI Mode—The default for Windows systems when you select the installation 
package. GUI mode may also be used with Unix systems by appending -awt to the 
command. For example:

./NetPoint7_0_3_sparc-s2_BEA_WL_SSPI -awt

Note: When you start a GUI mode installation on a Unix system, you may 
receive warnings regarding fonts and scroll bars. These warnings refer to a 
purely cosmetic change and you may ignore them.

Documentation Issues Resolved in COREid 7.0.3
The following manuals have been updated for this release:

• NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide (part number NPINST7.0C) includes details about 
tier 2 platform support available with COREid 7.0.3, new information about 
WebGates for Domino and Apache v2 Web servers, and several tips about 
choosing an Active Directory schema.

• NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 (part number NPADMINV17.0C) 
includes a correction about the start_setup_access_manager tool.

• NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 2 (part number NPADMINV27.0C) 
includes an addition for Windows Impersonation with Exchange/OWA.

• NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide (part number NPINT7.0C) includes minor 
corrections for SecurID and an update for the NetPoint Security Provider for BEA.

• NetPoint 7.0 Customization Guide (part number NPCUST7.0B) includes new 
information in the chapter on “Designing the GUI with PresentationXML”.
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• NetPoint 7.0 Developer Guide (part number NPDEV7.0B) includes new 
information in “More on MANAGEDLIB Actions”.

• NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide (part number NPUPGRD7.0C) provides a correction 
about orig files in the introduction and preparation chapters.

The following documentation issues have been resolved in manuals available with this 
release. See also “Description of Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.3” on page 27.

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

n/a Clarification needed in the chapter on the
Identity Event Plug-in API.

NetPoint 7.0 
Developer 
Guide 

n/a Chapter on “Designing the GUI with Presentation-
XML” example requires additional steps.

NetPoint 7.0 
Customization 
Guide

n/a Introduction chapter discussion on 6.5.0.x and 6.5.2 
COREid Server Caveats should be expanded.

NetPoint 7.0 
Upgrade Guide

19007 Description of preferred host is vague. NetPoint 7.0 
Administration 
Guide Volume 2

19143 start_setup_access_manager tool discussion needs 
correction.

NetPoint 7.0 
Administration 
Guide Volume 1

19144 NetPointWASRegistry.properties file parameter 
errors need correction.

NetPoint 7.0 
Integration 
Guide

19368 The following setting does not exist in Active Direc-
tory Server 2003. “The Schema may be modified on 
this Domain Controller” from Active Directory to 
ensure permission to modify the schema. 

NetPoint 7.0 
Upgrade Guide

19372 Incorrect navigation path to create an AccessGate 
on page 259.

NetPoint 7.0 
Developer 
Guide

19447 Incorrect location and command to 
configureAccessgate on a Unix host.

NetPoint 7.0 
Developer 
Guide

19476 "Machine" parameter is not in the NetPoint GUI 
Configure RDBMS Profiles page.

NetPoint 7.0 
Integration 
Guide
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Problem:  (Defect n/a) Clarification needed in the NetPoint 7.0 Developer Guide 
chapter on the Identity Event Plug-in API under “More on MANAGEDLIB Actions”.
Solution:  The following information has been added to the latest version of the 
manual:

More on MANAGEDLIB Actions

When compiling an EventAPI PPP Plug-In in VB.NET, ensure that:

a) Your VB Class is named “EventAPI”

b) You are not using namespaces in your code

c) You blank out the “Root Namespace” in the properties settings of your 
project in Visual Studio.NET with your VB project open:

Go to the Project > Properties > Common Properties / General page > Root 
Namespace > remove the value > click OK.

The COREid Server will not load your dll if you fail to perform any of the items 
above.

Any managed library to be used for PPP events must have the EventAPI class 
declared at the global namespace level. That is, it must be declared within no 
namespace. For a C# library, this means simply removing the ‘namespace’ 
directive from the source code. For a VB.Net library, remove the ‘Default 
Namespace’ option from the project.

Problem:  (n/a) The NetPoint 7.0 Customization Guide chapter on “Designing the GUI 
with PresentationXML” includes an example that requires additional steps to ensure 
success when completing the customization.
Solution:  The latest release of the NetPoint 7.0 Customization Guide provides 
additional information as follows:

Change in procedure 
To locate and copy relevant stylesheets
(step 8, Table 29, on page 91), as follows:

Change From:
Note: selectorinfo.xsl should be copied. However, usc_searchform.xsl and 
usc_navbar.xsl in \shared are wrappers that point to base stylesheets 
searchform.xsl and navbar.xsl, which were copied to your custom directory in 
step 1.
Change To:
Note: selectorinfo.xsl, usc_searchform.xsl and usc_navbar.xsl should be 
copied. 
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Add new path names in step 9, page 91, as follows:

Change From:
Copy From—
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\shared\selectorinfo.xsl
Copy To—
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\Pastel\selectorinfo.xsl
The selectorinfo.xsl stylesheet does not contain include statements, 
otherstylesheet names, nor parameters you need to change.
Change To:
Copy From—

COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\shared\selectorinfo.xsl
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\shared\usc_searchform.xsl
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\shared\usc_navbar.xsl

Copy To—

COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\Pastel\selectorinfo.xsl
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\Pastel\usc_searchform.xsl
COREid_install_dir\identity\oblix\lang\en-us\Pastel\usc_navbar.xsl

These stylesheets do not contain include statements, other stylesheet names, 
nor parameters you need to change.

Add new step 4 in procedure to edit stylesheets, page 92, as 
follows:

4. Edit the basic.xsl stylesheet in your custom directory as directed below to add 
required include statements that were in the original basic.xml (but were lost 
when you copied over the basic.xsl from the shared folder).
a) Locate the line containing the following:

<xsl:include href="obstringutil.xsl"/>

b) Add the information below above the line identified in a):

<xsl:include href="./style.xsl" /> 
<xsl:include href="../msgctlg.xsl" />

Problem:  (n/a) The NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide “Introduction” chapter discussion on 
6.5.0.x and 6.5.2 COREid Server Caveats should be expanded to include details for all 
components.
Solution:  The latest NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide provides the following expanded 
details.
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6.5.0.x Caveat 

During the upgrade to NetPoint 7.0, the latest version of the installer for each 
component creates a file named “orig” and compares the environment to ensure 
appropriate files are upgraded. NetPoint 6.5 releases did not provide an upgrade 
capability and, therefore, did not create a file named “orig”. 

As a result, before you upgrade from NetPoint 6.5.0.x to a later version of NetPoint, 
you must download and extract the following packages to your original 
Component_install_dir:

Netpoint_65_orig_en_COREid_Server_msg.zip
Netpoint_65_orig_COREid_Server_param.zip

Netpoint_65_orig_en_WebPass_msg.zip 
Netpoint_65_orig_WebPass_param.zip 

Netpoint_65_orig_en_Access_Manager_msg.zip 
Netpoint_65_orig_Access_Manager_param.zip 

Netpoint_65_orig_en_Access_Server_msg.zip 
Netpoint_65_orig_Access_Server_param.zip 

Netpoint_65_orig_en_WebGate_msg.zip 
Netpoint_65_orig_WebGate_param.zip 

The files above are used during the upgrade from NetPoint v6.5.0.x only. You will 
see a dialog seeking these files only during such upgrades. No further action is 
required by you.

Important: To upgrade a NetPoint 6.5.0.x multiple-language environment, you 
need NetPoint 7.0 Language Packs. If you upgrade a multi-language 
implementation without NetPoint 7.0 Language Packs, you will lose the 
multi-language functionality. Contact Oblix for information about specific 
Language Packs. See also multi-language implementations in “Compatibility with 
Previous Versions” on page 46.
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6.5.2.x Patch Caveat 

If you originally installed NetPoint 6.5.0.x, then patched it to a later version 
(excepting v6.5.1), you must download and extract the following packages to your 
original Component_install_dir before you upgrade to a later version of NetPoint. 
For example:

Netpoint_652_orig_en_COREid_Server_msg.zip 
Netpoint_652_orig_COREid_Server_param.zip 

Netpoint_652_orig_en_WebPass_msg.zip 
Netpoint_652_orig_WebPass_param.zip 

Netpoint_652_orig_en_Access_Manager_msg.zip 
Netpoint_652_orig_Access_Manager_param.zip 

Netpoint_652_orig_en_Access_Server_msg.zip 
Netpoint_652_orig_Access_Server_param.zip 

Netpoint_652_orig_en_WebGate_msg.zip 
Netpoint_652_orig_WebGate_param.zip 

The files above are used during the upgrade from NetPoint v6.5.2.x (or later) only. 
You will see a dialog seeking these files only during such upgrades. No further 
action is required by you.

Problem:  (Defect #19007) Details on preferred host are vague in the chapter on 
Access Servers and AccessGates in the NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide, Volume 2.
Solution:  The following additional details have been added to the latest release of this 
manual:

Configuring a preferred host forces WebGate to pass the preferred host string to the 
Access Server for policy evaluation instead of the host typed into the browser by 
the user. No matter what is typed into the browser, the Access Server always sees 
the preferred host.

Problem:  (Defect #19143) The NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 
discusses using the start_setup_access_manager tool and incorrectly states that you 
will be asked whether you want SSL between the Access Manager and the Directory 
Server. However, when invoked, the start_setup_access_manager tool directly asks for 
directory server CA certificates with the message below:

Please provide the full path of the file containing the Root CA certificate for the 
Directory Server.

Solution:  The start_setup_access_manager tool should be used only to setup SSL 
between the directory server and the Access Manager. The next release of the NetPoint 
7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 contains this correction.
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Problem:  (Defect #19144) The NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide contains errors in the 
parameters for the NetPointWASRegistry.properties file.
Solution:  In this release of the NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide (part number NPINT 
7.0C), the following information has been corrected in the table explaining parameters 
in NetPointWASRegistry.properties.

• The OB_AdminCreds parameter has been changed to OB_AdminUserCreds.

• The OB_AllUserCache has been changed to OB_AllUserCache_timeout.

• The OB_AllGroupCache has been changed to OB_AllGroupCache_enabled.

• The following entry has been added in the Cache section of the table:
OB_AllGroupCache_timeout
Timeout for cache of list of all groups.
Optional

Problem:  (Defect #19164) An error appears in the chapter on integrating NetPoint 
with SecurID in the NetPoint Integration Guide, as shown below:

The phrase: AddHandler cgi-script.pl

Should read: AddHandler cgi-script .pl

Solution:  The following correction appears in the latest version of this manual:

To configure Apache Web servers for the SecurID CGI script
1. Locate the httpd.conf file and add the following information to the AddHandler 

section, or uncomment the line if it is already there.

AddHandler cgi-script .pl

Note: Be sure to include the space in AddHandler cgi-script .pl; otherwise, the 
Web server won’t start.

Problem:  (Defect #19368) The NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide mentioned selecting 
“The Schema may be modified on this Domain Controller” from Active Directory to 
ensure permission to modify the schema. However, this setting doesn't exist in Active 
Directory 2003.
Solution:  The latest version of NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide includes the following 
correction.

Changing the Active Directory Schema Master 

The following procedure may be completed on Windows 2000 platforms. 
Otherwise, see Microsoft KB 285172 “To Enable Schema Updates by Means of 
the Registry” on:
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;285172
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Note: The article mentioned above was previously published by Microsoft 
under Q285172.

To change the Active Directory Schema Master

1. Open your Active Directory schema plug-in, which is often located in 
Administrative Tools. 

2. Right-click the top node for the schema and select Operations Master to display 
the Change Schema Master dialog. 

3. Select the “The Schema may be modified on this Domain Controller” check box 
and click OK. 
When the upgrade program connects with the directory server, a transcript 
appears as shown in “Upgrading the Schema and Data” on page 69.

Problem:  (Defect #19372) Page 259 of the NetPoint 7.0 Developer Guide provide an 
incorrect navigational path to create an AccessGate. 

Incorrect path is identified as:

1. Navigate to NetPoint System Console > Access System Configuration > 
AccessGate Configuration, then click Add.

Solution:  The following corrected path is documented in the latest version of the 
guide:

1. Navigate to Access System Console > Access System Configuration > Add 
New Access Gate.

Problem:  (Defect #19447) Incorrect tool location and command to 
configureAccessgate on a Unix host in the NetPoint 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
building AccessGates with the Access Server SDK.
Solution:  The following changes appear in the latest version of this guide:

To run configureAccessGate on UNIX machine

• The configureAccessGate utility is available under SDK_install_dir\oblix\tools

• The command to run configureAccessGate on Unix is: 
./configureAccessGate -i ......

Problem:  (Defect #19476) Page 453 in the MIIS Provisioning chapter of the NetPoint 
7.0 Integration Guide incorrectly shows a “Machine” parameter on the Configure 
RDBMS Profiles page of the NetPoint interface.
Solution:  In the latest version of the NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide, this entry has 
been removed.
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Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.2
The following issues are resolved in COREid 7.0.2. See also “Known Issues in 
COREid 7.0.2” on page 45 and “Documentation Problems Resolved in COREid 7.0.2” 
on page 43.

Description of Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.2

Problem:  (Defect #18732) The COREid password policy feature may not work as 
expected. For example, in a password policy, when you choose “Keep Passwords in 
History” in the Password History field and set it to a value greater than 2 the passwords 
that should be in password history (and hence should not be accepted as a new 
password) may be accepted

With most directory servers, when COREid tries to access the values of a multi-valued 
attribute in the directory server, the values returned are not guaranteed to be in the order 
in which they are entered. Values may be returned in any random order. As a result, 
when COREid stores the password history in the directory server and adds a new 
password to the history when the history is full, COREid doesn’t know which 
passwords to remove. 

Also when the history size is reduced, COREid cannot determine which passwords are 
the latest and which it should remove. Due to this behavior, COREid may delete 
passwords in the history even if they are not oldest.

Solution:  Fixed in this release by adding an indexing mechanism to identify for 
COREid the order of passwords in the history so only the latest is removed if the 
password history is full or the history size is reduced.

Problem:  (Defect #19028) COREid passwords may not be handled correctly by the 
IBM Directory Server having its own password policy enabled (in both SSL and 
non-SSL mode). If the users created from COREid have passwords violating the 
directory server password policy, no error is thrown from the directory server while 
saving the password, even if the directory server password policy is enabled. 
Workaround:  Complete the procedure below to create two separate DB profiles. One 
DB profile has all rights except change password and bind DN as cn=root. The second 

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

18732 The COREid password policy feature may not work 
as expected.

Identity System

19028 COREid passwords may not be handled correctly 
by the IBM Directory Server having its own pass-
word policy enabled (in both SSL and non-SSL 
mode). 

Identity System
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has only change password rights, and a different bind DN has rights set in the ACL. 
With this, the following is possible: 

• Creation of users 

• Modification of password 

• Password violating directory policy throws: “DS password policy violated”

• Password violating COREid policy throws: “Your password does not meet system 
requirements please contact system administrator for the password policy”

• Password conforming to both policies, gets saved successfully. 

Workaround procedure

1. Login as master admin

2. Add one COREid user as COREid Master Identity Administrator and COREid 
Administrator.
For example:
user1k7: cn=Van Oman,ou=Sales,ou=Dealer1k1,ou=Latin 
America,ou=Ford,o=Company,c=US 

3. Log in to the IBM Web Admin Console as cn=root. 

4. Go to Directory Management/Manage entries and complete the steps below:

- Select the COREid searchbase (for example: o=company,c=us). 

- Grant this COREid Administrator (Van Oman) all rights. 

- Click “Edit ACL”, go to second Tab (Non-filtered ACLs).

- Add this user for all grant right for attribute “userPassword”, then click OK. 

5. Configure the directory server password policy and validation properly. 

6. Restart the directory server, if needed. 

7. Navigate to CoreID System Console > System Admin > System Configuration 
> View Directory Options.

8. From the Configure LDAP Directory Server Profiles list, double-click the name 
of the user data directory profile to modify.

9. On the Modify Directory Server Profile page, modify the directory profiles for 
user data as follows:

- Give one DB profile all rights except change password and bind DN as 
cn=root. 
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- Give the second DB profile only change password rights, and the BIND DN 
as the new user cn=Van Oman,ou=Sales,ou=Dealer1k1,ou=Latin 
America,ou=Ford,o=Company,c=US with the rights set in the ACL on the 
IBM directory server configuration. 

10.Restart all COREid servers (COREid, Access Manager, Access Server) and 
WebPass.

Documentation Problems Resolved in COREid 7.0.2
The following manuals were updated for this release:

• Introduction to NetPoint (part number NPINTRO7.0B)

• NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide (part number NPUPGRD7.0B) 

• NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide (part number NPINST7.0B) 

• NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 1 (part number NPADMINV17.0B)

• NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide (part number NPINT7.0B)

The following documentation errors were corrected in this release. See also “Known 
Issues in COREid 7.0.2” on page 45 and “Description of Problems Fixed in COREid 
7.0.2” on page 41.

Problem:  (Defect #18784) Page 28 of the NetPoint 7.0 Developer Guide contained the 
following incorrect line of sample code:

<oblix:param name="attrOldValue_1">d</oblix:param> 
Solution:  The line of code has been corrected so that it now reads:

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

18784 Page 28 contained an incorrect line of sample code. NetPoint 7.0 
Developer 
Guide

18846 Documentation request for changing directory 
server host

NetPoint 7.0 
Installation 
Guide

18925 Incorrect page number in the line “Setting Up a 
Lotus Domino Web Server for a NetPoint 
WebGate on page 345.

NetPoint 7.0 
Installation 
Guide

18935 Page 44 and 51 of the NetPoint 6.1.1 Integration 
Guide, the set path examples are missing a “set” in 
front of the “PATH=....”. 

NetPoint 6.1.1 
Integration 
Guide

NetPoint 7.0 
Integration 
Guide
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<oblix:param name="attrValue_1_old">d</oblix:param>

Problem:  (Defect #18846) Documentation request for changing directory server host.
Solution:  The NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide (NPINST70B, has been updated to 
include a new appendix about changing directory server hosts.

Problem:  (Defect #18925) Incorrect Page Number is given in the line “Setting Up a 
Lotus Domino Web Server for a NetPoint WebGate on page 345” in the NetPoint 7.0 
Installation Guide.
Solution:  This has been updated in the latest release (part number NPINST70B).

Problem:  (Defect #18935) On page 44 and 51 of the NetPoint 6.1.1 Integration Guide, 
the set path examples are missing a “set” in front of the “PATH=....”. The problem 
remains in the NetPoint 7.0 Integration Guide. 
Solution:  Changed the latest version (part number NPINT70B for 7.0.2) to include 
“set” in front of “PATH=....”.

Problem:  (Defect #19057) NetPoint Integration Guide chapter on SecureID plug-in 
parameters Table 20 on Page 350 of the NetPoint 7.0 guide) need to corrections and 
one additional parameter.
Solution:  The latest release of the NetPoint Integration Guide includes corrections 
and a new parameter, as follows:

Parameter Name: httpType
Default Value: http://
Status: Optional
Comments: If the WebGate is performing SecurID authentication in SSL, the 
value should be changed to https:// by passing additional parameter 
httptype="https://".

If you place the SecurID forms, anywhere other than <webserver_docroot>/access/
oblix/securid-forms, you must pass the formdir parameter to the authn_securid plug-in, 
with the value appropriately changed. The new value should be the location of the 
forms relative to the doc_root. Also, the value should not have a trailing slash. 

Also, if the securid cgi script is not accessible at <webserver_docroot>/access/oblix/
securid-cgi/securid.pl, we MUST edit the various SecurID html forms to point to its 
correct location. You need to change the following text in each form to point to the 
correct location of the script:

action="/access/oblix/securid-cgi/securid.pl" 
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Known Issues in COREid 7.0.2
See the discussions below:

• “Siemens DirX Issues” on page 45

• “IBM Directory Server Issues” on page 45

• “OctetString VDE Integration Issues with COREid” on page 46

Siemens DirX Issues

Problem:  (Defect #19036) It is not possible to search with operators >= and <= for 
“Location Name” with DirX EE. By default, DirX EE doesn’t support the “less than or 
equal to” <= and “greater than or equal to” >= operations on attributes with Directory 
String syntax.
Workaround:  Add the Ordering matching rule to the attribute “obLocationName”. For 
other search attributes with similar properties, follow the same procedure (steps 
below):

1. Login to the DirX Manager Console.

2. Go to Schema > Attributes > obLocationName.

3. Choose Edit.

4. Add Ordering matching rule as “caseIgnoreOrderingMatch”.

5. Save the changes.

IBM Directory Server Issues

Problem:  (Defect #19022) Two-way password encoding format (imask) doesn’t work 
for COREid. The default password encoding format is two-way. If this option is set, the 
password is not encrypted and the password is in clear text (from the defect – “set 
password encryption to two-way password encoding format (imask), restart DS. Login 
as master admin to USC and modify a user’ password (for ex user1k2), use ldap tool to 
check this user’s password in DS, it was clear text format.”).
Workaround:  Follow the steps below:

To complete the workaround

1. Log in to the IBM Web Admin Console, navigate to Server Administration > 
Manage Security Properties > Password policy.

2. Modify the default password encryption "imask" to one way format “SHA-1”  
or “ crypt”.

3. Restart IBM directory server.
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OctetString VDE Integration Issues with COREid
See also “Known Issues in COREid 7.0.2” on page 45 and “Description of Problems 
Fixed in COREid 7.0.2” on page 41.

Problem:  (Defect #18868) Cannot modify multi-value attributes through change 
Attribute workflow when integrating VDE with COREid.
Solution:  See the Troubleshooting discussion in the COREid Integration Guide 
chapter on integrating VDE with COREid.

Problem:  (Defect #18820) VDE does not work with back-end Oracle BLOB data 
types. When the VDE mapping adapter is configured against a back-end Oracle 
database containing a BLOB attribute, using VDE through the DB view adapter does 
not return any data. Also, COREid can read data but data cannot be modified.
Solution:  No known work around today. This will be fixed soon.

Problem:  (Defect #18865) Unexpected Group Deletion Problem when you set up 
COREid to integrate with a VDE virtual directory that federates at least one LDAP 
directory and at least one database table, then you try to remove a member from a group 
in the LDAP directory, the entire group is removed from that directory. 
Solution:  See the Troubleshooting section in the COREid Integration Guide chapter 
on integrating VDE with COREid.

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

18868 Cannot modify multi-value attributes through 
change Attribute workflow when integrating VDE 
with COREid.

COREid and 
VDE integration

18820 VDE does not work with back-end Oracle BLOB 
data types. 

COREid and 
VDE integration

18865 Unexpected Group Deletion Problem when you set 
up COREid to integrate with a VDE virtual directory 
that federates at least one LDAP directory and at 
least one database table.

COREid and 
VDE integration

18900 Cannot derive attribute from an attribute present in 
the secondary table in case of Database split profile 
when integrating VDE with COREid.

COREid and 
VDE integration

19071 With the COREid-VDE integration, there is no error 
handling in the case of an overflow value

COREid-VDE 
Integration

19702 With a certain number of multiple attribute values, 
VDE returns duplicate values, which causes
COREid to display duplicate member information.

COREid-VDE 
Integration
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Problem:  (Defect #18900) Can not derive attribute from an attribute present in the 
secondary table in case of Database split profile when integrating VDE with COREid.
Solution:  See the Troubleshooting discussion in the COREid Integration Guide 
chapter on integrating VDE with COREid.

Problem:  (Defect #19071) With the COREid-VDE integration, there is no error 
handling in the case of an overflow value.
Solution:  Be aware that in situations like the one below, the workflow displays 
“Commit - Completed” although no change is made to the back end. The value should 
be either truncated or COREid should report an error.

For example, suppose:

• You have a back-end database (e.g., CARLICENSE) defined as CHAR(12)

• You use COREid to change the CARLICENSE attribute workflow, and specify a 
new value longer than 12 characters

In such cases, the workflow displays “Commit - Completed” although no change made 
to the back end, and no error is reported.

Problem:  (Defect #19072) With multiple attribute values in a database, VDE returns 
duplicate values. 
Solution:  Be aware that in situations like the following, when the number of group 
members grows to about 10, VDE starts returning duplicate rows of members, which 
causes COREid to display duplicate member information:

• You have group data stored in a single table 

• You use the COREid Group Manager “Manage Group Member” function, and 
select and add new groups to a group

• You have two multiple value attributes for a particular group (uniqueMember 
and obGroupSubscribeNotification)

Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0.1
The following issues are resolved in COREid 7.0.1. See also, “Documentation 
Problems Resolved in COREid 7.0.1” on page 52. 

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

17722 During an upgrade from v601 to 700, WebPass 
parameter files may not upgrade correctly.

WebPass

17850 The Diagnostics feature does not display current 
information for all COREid and Access Servers.

COREid and 
Access Servers
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Description of Resolved Problems in COREid 7.0.1

Problem:  (Defect #17722) During an upgrade from v601 to 700 the WebPass 
parameter files may not upgrade correctly, If the “ParamName” is same for multiple 
“NameValPairs” then only the first value is migrated correctly. 
Solution:  See the NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide, Troubleshooting section for details.

Problem:  (Defect #17850) The Diagnostics feature does not display current 
information for all COREid and Access Servers.
Solution:  To ensure that the Diagnostics function displays the current status of a given 
COREid Server, you need to exercise the connection to that server by attempting a 
login or a user search before accessing the Diagnostics display. See the NetPoint 
Administration Guide, Volume 1.

18290 After an upgrade to NetPoint 7, the older version 
empty folder is not deleted from regedit.

Upgraded 
Components

18503 Email notification for Self Registration generating 
messages with just the SMTP footer.

Identity System

18587 Attempting cert authentication with an Apache v2 
server under Windows may crash the Web server.

WebGate

18732 Password history may not work as expected. All
18766 Terminating workflow ticket requests does not stop 

the escalation count from increasing. When escala-
tion notifees are present, a mail is sent to escalation 
participant each time the escalation count 
increases. 

COREid System

18767 If an Out of Office participant role and/or rule evalu-
ates to null, inconsistent results may be seen in the 
participants for that particular step. 

COREid System

18774 It may not be possible to pass header variables 
other than REMOTE_USER to WebGates installed 
on Lotus Notes Domino Web servers when using 
Client Certificate authentication scheme.

WebGates

18799 The credential_mapping module may fail when the 
certificate contains multiple occurrences of the 
attribute mapped to subject or issuerDN.

Access Server

n/a With DirX user attributes with string/integer syntax, 
need to include “Ordering Matching Rule” in their 
attribute syntax definitions. 

All

n/a After installing the BEA SSPI package for HP-UX 
11.00, you need to set up a COREid realm in the 
WebLogic domain. 

BEA SSPI on 
HP-UX
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Problem:  (Defect #18290) After an upgrade to NetPoint 7, the older version empty 
folder is not deleted from regedit. For example, when you go to regedit > 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE > SOFTWARE > OBLIX > Oblix NetPoint after 
upgrading from v6.1.1 to v7.0 you expect the older version of the component registry 
to be replaced with the new registry key. However, all registry entries are present under 
7.0 folder and a 6.1.1 folder with Web server information and an empty 6.5 folder also 
exist. 
Workaround:  Delete the older version folders.

Problem:  (Defect #18503) Email notification for Self Registration generating 
messages with just the SMTP footer.

Email post-notification for a self registration step requires that two parameters be 
defined in the globalparams.xml file: sendMailFromName and sendMailFromEmail. 
The values for these parameters are placed in the “mail From” or “senders name” and 
“mail” or “senders email” parts of the SMTP message, respectively. 

If the target user has been created, the values for these are obtained from the naming 
attribute and email attribute, respectively, of the logged in user’s profile. For self 
registration, these values are provided through the globalparams.xml file because the 
target is not yet created. If these two parameters were not present, a message is 
generated and placed in oblix/mail/queuedmails/ directory containing just the SMTP 
footer; the dot “.”.

Workaround:  You must add the sendMailFromName and sendMailFromEmail 
parameters to globalparmams.xml by hand, then modify the values to suit your 
environment. 

<SimpleList>

 <NameValPair

   ParamName="sendMailFromName"

   Value="SelfRegistration"></NameValPair>

</SimpleList>

<SimpleList>

 <NameValPair

   ParamName="sendMailFromEmail"

   Value="SelfRegistration@oblix.com"></NameValPair>

</SimpleList>

Note: Starting with COREid 7.0.1, the sendMailFromName and sendMailFromEmail 
parameters will be present in the globalparams.xml with default values assigned.
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Problem:  (Defect #18587). Attempting cert authentication with an Apache 2 server 
under Windows may crash the Web server.

For example, if the Apache WebGate was linked statically with the RSA library, the 
call to the i2d_X509() function was resolved to the RSA library instead of allowing the 
Apache ssl library (openssl) to encode the certificate.

Solution:  Fixed in this release to resolve the function at runtime to the Apache openssl 
library (for both the Apache and Apache2 WebGates).

Problem:  (Defect #18714) It appears that dynamic participants are evaluated in a 
workflow even when static participants are available. 
Solution:  This is expected behavior, as discussed below. 

You set dynamic participants for a step by creating a workflow plug-in or 
application and creating an entry for it in the ppp catalog. For details, see the 
chapter on workflows in the NetPoint 7.0A Administration Guide, Volume 1.
Even if you set dynamic participants for a given step, and activate the Static 
Participants Not Available button in the workflow applet, the static participants 
may still be used for the set if the workflow plug-in or application fails to 
designate dynamic participants for the step.
For example, if you set dynamic participants for a particular workflow step that 
has static participants available, the dynamic participants will override the static 
participants for that particular workflow step instance. The newly set dynamic 
participants become the actual participants for that step instance (and static 
participants defined during the definition will no longer be the participants for 
that step instance). 

Problem:  (Defect #18732) The password policy feature may not work as expected. For 
example, in a password policy, when you choose “Keep Passwords in History” in the 
Password History field and set it to a value greater than 2 the passwords that should be 
in password history (and hence should not be accepted as a new password) are being 
accepted.
Solution:  This will be fixed in the next release.

Problem:  (Defect #18766) Terminating workflow ticket requests does not stop the 
escalation count from increasing. When escalation notifees are present, a mail is sent 
to the escalation participant each time the escalation count increases. Ticket escalation 
stops once the ticket has been processed, purged, or archived.
Solution:  This is a known issue that will be fixed in COREid v7.0.2.
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Problem:  (Defect #18767) If an Out of Office (OOO) participant role and/or rule 
evaluates to null, inconsistent results may be seen in the participants for that particular 
step. This occurs only when participants are out of office and their surrogates evaluate 
to empty. In this case the ticket goes to all original participants (whether they are in or 
out of office). 
Solution:  This is a known issue that will be fixed in COREid v7.0.2.

Problem:  (Defect 18774) It may not be possible to pass header variables other than 
REMOTE_USER to WebGates installed on Lotus Notes Domino Web servers when 
using Client Certificate authentication scheme. 
Solution:  Fixed with the following caveat: Header variables cannot be set on the one 
request where Client Certificate authentication occurs. All other requests do allow 
header variables to be set. This information will appear in the next release of the 
NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide.

Problem:  (Defect #18799) The “cert_decode” module is associated with a limitation 
of honoring only the first occurrence of the attribute mapped with Subject, IssuerDN of 
the certificate. 

If the attribute that is used to map the certificate to a COREid user profile exists 
multiple times within the certificate’s subject or issuer DN, then only one occurrence 
(first from right) is considered. 

For example: 
if Subject is %certSubject.CN% 
and if the subject DN is “cn=John Doe,cn=users,dc=...” in the certificate
then “cert_decode” returns “users” and not “John Doe”.

Solution:  This known issue will be fixed in the next release. 

Problem:  (Defect n/a) With DirX, all user attributes with string/integer syntax need to 
include “Ordering Matching Rule” in their attribute syntax definitions. Without this, 
COREid searches with conditions “<=” and “>=” on these attributes and doesn’t give 
the expected results as DirX doesn’t have any default ordering matching rule. 

For example, the attribute “cn” has syntax Directory string (this attribute is 
present in gensiteorgperson). 

Workaround:  You can modify the schema and add the matching rule 
caseIgnoreOrderingMatch for cn. See the DirX documentation for more details.

Problem:  (Defect #n/a) After installing the BEA SSPI package for HP-UX 11.00, you 
need to set up a COREid realm in the WebLogic domain. 
Workaround:  Run the script setupNetPointRealm.sh script, which by default does not 
have execute permissions. Manually assign execute permissions before running the 
script. 
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Documentation Problems Resolved in COREid 7.0.1
All COREid manuals have been updated with this release:

• Introduction to NetPoint 7.0A 

• NetPoint 7.0A Installation Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Upgrade Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Administration Guide Volume 1 and Volume 2

• NetPoint 7.0A Customization Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Developer Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Deployment Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Integration Guide

• NetPoint 7.0A Schema Description
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The following issues are resolved in the documentation with this release. 

Problem:  (Defect n/a) The NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide does not say that an upgraded 
license may not be used with a fresh COREid 7 installation.
Solution:  This release of the NetPoint 7.0 Upgrade Guide includes the following 
statement:

The product license requirements have changed in COREid 7.0. If you upgrade 
from NetPoint 5.2, 6.0, 6.1, or 6.5, the older license keys are converted for 
COREid 7. 
If you install a separate COREid 7 system, you cannot use the upgraded license 
key from any earlier version of NetPoint. Instead, you need to request and 
install permanent keys for COREid 7 within 60 days from the date that you 
installed COREid 7. 

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

n/a Upgraded license may not be used with fresh 
NetPoint 7 installations.

NetPoint 7.0 
Upgrade Guide

n/a New details needed for httpd.conf update after 
WebGate installation.

NetPoint 7.0A 
Installation 
Guide

n/a New information needed for support of NetPoint 
SSPI for BEA WebLogic Server 8.1 SP2 on HP-UX 
11.00.

NetPoint 70A 
Integration 
Guide

18209 Details on the problem “Unable to search users in 
the WebSphere Portal Admin page” are needed.

NetPoint 
Integration 
Guide

18430 Details on the IBM WebSphere Portal Server error 
“No Portlets to display” are needed.

NetPoint 
Integration 
Guide

18435 Clarify SSL supported for the directory server and 
Access Managers installed on Solaris.

NetPoint 
Installation 
Guide

18462 Information needed to identify that context-sensitive 
authorization can be done for EJBs based on the 
method parameter values apart from the roles. 

NetPoint 
Integration 
Guide

18717 Documentation erroneously states that omitting the 
obMappingBase parameter in the 
credential_mapping plug-in of an authorization 
scheme results in NetPoint picking up the default 
searchbase.

NetPoint 7.0 
Administration 
Guide V2

18798 COREid support for ShareID on Solaris 9 is in error. NetPoint 7.0 
Installation 
Guide
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Problem:  (Defect #n/a) New details needed for updating httpd.conf after WebGate 
installation.
Solution:  In the next release of the NetPoint Installation Guide, new information will 
appear in step 2 of the discussion on “Completing httpd.conf Updates” in the 
“Installing the AccessGate/WebGate” chapter (as shown below).

To update the WebGate section in httpd.conf

1. Locate the updated httpd.conf file on the machine hosting the WebGate.

2. Ensure the section that loads WebGate in the httpd.conf file appears as shown 
next (tailored for your environment, which will differ from the example).

For example:
#*** BEGIN Oblix NetPoint Specific ****
# The path to this library may need to be changed to suit your 
installation 
LoadFile
"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity/oblix/lib/
libgcc_s.so.1"
LoadFile
"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity/oblix/lib/
libstdc++.so.5"
<IfModule mod_ssl.c>

ObWebGateInstalldir
"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity"

ObWebGateMode PEER
Obwebgateload obWebgateModule

"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity/oblix/apps/
webgate/bin/webgatessl.so"
</IfModule>
<IfModule !mod_ssl.c>

ObWebGateInstalldir
"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity"

ObWebGateMode PEER
Obwebgateload obWebgateModule

"/home/usr/sparc-s2/obdevsun1_wp_apache/identity/oblix/apps/
webgate/bin/webgate.so"
</IfModule>
<Location /access/oblix/apps/webgate/bin/webgate.cgi>
SetHandler obwebgateerr
</Location>
<Location "/oberr.cgi">
SetHandler obwebgateerr
</Location>
<LocationMatch "/*">
AuthType Oblix
require valid-user
</LocationMatch>
#*** END Oblix NetPoint Specific ****
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3. Add the following lines only if you are using Solaris.

You don’t need them if you are using HP-UX.
 #LoadFile /usr/lib/libC.so.5
...
# WebGateInstalldir "/export/home/apache_test"
# WebGateMode "PEER"

Note: Do not use nobody for User or Group when running HP-UX, as shared 
memory may not work. The workaround is to use your login name as User 
Name and Group is oblix, or www as User Name and others as Group Name. 
www on HP-UX is equivalent to nobody on Solaris.

4. Use the chmod -r username:groupname directory/file to change the User Name 
and Group Name of a directory or a file. 

When you do this, you need to change the User and Group parameters in the 
httpd.conf file accordingly.

Problem:  (Defect n/a) New information needed for support of COREid SSPI for BEA 
WebLogic Server 8.1 SP2 on HP-UX 11.
Solution:  The next release of the NetPoint Integration Guide will provide the 
following information in the chapter on “Integrating NetPoint Ready Realm for BEA””

Support for BEA WebLogic 8.1 via SSPI is provided on HP-UX 11.0, as follows.

To prepare the BEA WebLogic Server 8.1.2 

1. Ensure that the BEA WebLogic Server 8.1.2 includes Java 1.4, which is 
required for this integration.

2. Ensure that the following Java-related patches are installed on the HP-UX 
11.00 machine, which are required for this integration:

PHCO_26060 PHCO_26111 PHCO_27731 PHCO_28425

PHCO_29633 PHCO_29959 PHKL_18543  PHKL_20228

PHKL_23226 PHKL_23409 PHKL_24064 PHKL_26008

PHKL_27207 PHKL_27282 PHKL_28488 PHKL_28766

PHKL_29434 PHKL_30073 PHKL_30190 PHNE_23003

PHNE_29473 PHSS_17535 PHSS_24303 PHSS_26972

PHSS_26974 PHSS_26976 PHSS_28879 PHSS_29369

PHSS_29744 PHSS_30010 PHSS_30048 PHSS_30260

PHSS_30500
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More details about the patches can be found at:

http://www.hp.com/products1/unix/java/patches/

After installing the BEA SSPI package for HP-UX 11.00, you need to set up a 
COREid realm in the WebLogic domain by running a script, which by default 
does not have execute permissions.

3. On HP-UX 11.00, manually assign execute permissions then run the 
setupNetPointRealm.sh script. 

The NetPointIdentityAsserter provider is used to authenticate a user using the 
ObSSOCookie. This requires setting up a proxy server like Apache with a 
WebGate installed on it along with a WebLogic module loader. When a 
WebGate successfully authenticates a user, it generates an ObSSOCookie. 
Using the WebLogic module loader, Apache redirects the request to the 
WebLogic server with the ObSSOCookie set, at which point the 
NetPointIdentityAsserter is invoked. However, WebLogic module loader for 
Apache 1.3.x is not shipped with BEA WebLogic Server 8.1.2. In order to test 
this functionality, you need a proxy server on another platform like Solaris. 
This functionality of the COREid SSPI has been tested by setting up a proxy 
server on Solaris.

4. Set up a proxy server (Apache for example) on another platform (Solaris for 
example) with a WebGate installed on it along with a WebLogic module 
loader.

5. Test user authentication and redirection to the WebLogic server.

Problem:  (Defect #18209) Details on the problem “Unable to search users in the 
WebSphere Portal Admin page” are needed in the NetPoint Integration Guide.
Solution:  The next release of the NetPoint Integration Guide includes the following 
information under “Troubleshooting”.

Problem—Unable to search users in the WebSphere Portal Admin page:
a) Log in as wpsadmin and go to Portal Administration > Security > Access 

Control List. 

b) Click Get groups and users. Search for users using the wildcard character 
“*” and select wpsadmin and add it to the list, then click OK. 

c) Select user groups in the Select the objects for the permissions for the user 
wpsadmin, then click Go. 

d) Give Manage permissions for the group All authenticated users for user 
wpsadmin, then click Save. 

e) Go to Users and Groups > Manage Users, then search for users using the 
wildcard character “*.” to display all the users. 
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f) To view groups, repeat steps a, b, and c, then give Manage permissions for 
each group that needs to be viewed for wpsadmin and click Save

Problem:  (Defect #18430) Details on the IBM WebSphere Portal Server error “No 
Portlets to display” are needed in the NetPoint Integration Guide.
Solution:  The latest release of the NetPoint Integration Guide includes the following 
information under “Troubleshooting”.

Problem—IBM WebSphere Portal Server gives an error “No Portlets to 
display”:
a) Log in to WebSphere Administrative Console and navigate to the 

WebSphere Portal application. 

b) Click the JVM settings tab and add the following to the System Properties.

         “HttpSession.RecurseThroughProxy”,  value = “true”

c) Restart the WebSphere Portal application. 

Problem:  (Defect # 18435) The NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide states that SSL is not 
supported for an Access Manager installed on Solaris. However, SSL is supported with 
for Access Manager installations on Solaris with all Web servers except Netscape.
Solution:  The following correction appears in the next version of the NetPoint 
Installation Guide.

SSL-enabled communication with the directory server is not supported when 
the Access Manager is installed on Solaris with a Sun (previously Netscape) 
Web server. In a heterogeneous environment that includes an Access Manager 
on Solaris with a Sun Web server, be sure to specify open communication 
between the directory server and all Access Managers you install.

Problem:  (Defect # 18462) Information is needed in the NetPoint Integration Guide, 
WebLogic chapter, to identify that context-sensitive authorization can be done for 
EJBs based on the method parameter values apart from the roles. 
Solution:  The latest release of the NetPoint Integration Guide, WebLogic chapter, 
includes the details below:

Context-sensitive authorization can be done for EJBs based on the method 
parameter values apart from the roles. This is done using the reverse action 
functionality provided by the Access Server. A custom authorization scheme is 
required for this purpose. You can demonstrate this for a stateless EJB using the 
procedure below, which limits access to the buy method for the BEAS stock only. 

To implement an example

1. Copy the shared library req_context, as follows:

From—install_dir/examples/src/webapp/contextAuthz 
To—Access Server host, AccessServer_install_dir/oblix/lib 
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2. Navigate to the Access System Console > Access System Configuration > 
Authorization Management, then click the Add button. 

3. In the Shared Library field, enter the path to the req_context.

For example:

c:\NetPoint\access\oblix\lib\req_context 

4. In the User Parameter field, add RA_ejb.Parameter1. 

5. In the Required Parameter field, add the following name value pair. 
paramName_1    ejb.Parameter1 
paramValue_1     BEAS 

6. After saving this scheme, restart the Access Server. 

7. Create an authorization definition using this authorization scheme in the 
domain used for SSPI. 

8. Modify the policy for the EJB buy method by setting the authorization rule to 
the above authorization definition. 

9. Run the EJB client. 

You should get the following output, where the buy of BEAS shares goes 
successful but the buy of MSFT shares fail due to access control. 

run: 

[java] 

    [java] Beginning statelessSession.Client... 

    [java] 

    [java] user: admin 

    [java] Creating a trader 

    [java] Buying 100 shares of BEAS. 

    [java] Buying 200 shares of MSFT. 

    [java] There was an exception while creating and using the 
Trader. 

    [java] This indicates that there was a problem communicating 
with the server: java.rmi.AccessException: 

[EJB:010160]Security Violation: User: 'admin' has insufficient 
permission to access EJB: type=<ejb>, 

application=_appsdir_ejb20_basic_statelessSession_ear, 
module=ejb20_basic_statelessSession.jar, ejb=statelessSession, 

method=buy, methodInterface=Remote, 
signature={java.lang.String,int}. 

    [java] 

    [java] End statelessSession.Client... 

    [java] 
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A custom plug-in similar to this can be written in C to implement the business logic 
according to your needs. 

There is an example of context-specific authorization provided with the security 
Web application sample in the installation directory. Details for how to configure 
the authorization scheme is provided in the readme.

Problem:  (Defect #18717) The NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 2 states 
that omitting the obMappingBase parameter in the credential_mapping plug-in of an 
authorization scheme results in COREid picking up the default searchbase. However, 
this is not the case.
Solution:  The latest release of the NetPoint 7.0 Administration Guide Volume 2 has 
been corrected. See the chapters on configuring user authentication and form-based 
authentication.

Problem:  (Defect #18798) The NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide mentions support for 
SHAREid on Solaris 9. However, SHAREid 2.0 does not support Solaris 9.
Solution:  The next release of the manual will be corrected.

Problems Fixed in COREid 7.0
The following issues are resolved in COREid 7.0.

Defect 
Number

Description Component 
Affected

n/a The default COREid log configuration files are set 
up so that if you install the Access Manager and a 
WebGate in the same directory, both components 
will try to write to the same log data file (oblog.log) 
and conflicts may occur.

Access System

18235 After upgrading with Simple mode, the Access 
Server service crashes.

Access Server

18371 Access Server installer error may occur stating that 
you cannot complete installation using the GUI.

Access Server

18390 Cannot set up Access Server if Oblix and policy 
data directory servers are in open mode and user 
data directory server is in SSL mode.

Access Server

18398 RDBMS Profile validation may fail when using 
Windows authentication. 

18408 A corrupted schema and/or data in your directory 
server instance results in an error during COREid 
Server upgrade. 

COREid Server
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Description of Resolved Problems in COREid 7.0

Problem:  (n/a) The default COREid log configuration files are set up so that if you 
install the Access Manager and a WebGate in the same directory, both components will 
try to write to the same log data file (oblog.log) using the FileLogWriter. Since 
FileLogWriter holds the log data file open continuously and closes the file only when 
it reaches the maximum rotation size or the end of the rotation interval, conflicts may 
occur. 
Solution:  Edit the log configuration file for one of these components, changing the log 
data file name. By default the log configuration files for both Access Manager and the 
WebGate are located in the following directory:

Component_install_dir\access\oblix\config 

where Component_install_dir is the directory where you installed both the Access 
Manager and the WebGate. The log configuration files are named 
oblog_config_am.xml and oblog_config_wg.xml for Access Manager and the 
WebGate, respectively.  

Also, complete the following procedure.

To change the log data file name for Access Manager or a 
WebGate

1. Open oblog_config_am.xml or oblog_config_wg.xml in any plain text editor.

2. Locate the following string:

3. Four lines below that, locate the following string:

4. Change the string “oblog.log” to “oblog_am.log” or “oblog_wg.log” in the case 
of Access Manager or a WebGate, respectively.

5. Save the file.

6. Restart the server hosting the Access Manager and the WebGate.

Problem:  (Defect 18235) After upgrading in Simple mode, the Access Server service 
crashes. This bug has two separate issues, discussed below:

Issue 1—ADSI Parameter Migration

Using Active Directory with ADSI in explicit bind may result in an environment where 
adsi_params.xml and adsi_params.lst files are not included in the target directories. 
Using ADSI with implicit bind works without problem.

18452 You may not be able to log in to the COREid System 
after setup when you have NDS as the directory 
server.

COREid System
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Workaround:  You must manually copy the adsi_params.xml and adsi_params.lst file 
from your older source oblix/config directory to the new target oblix/config directory.

Issue 2—NetPoint 6.1.1 includes spaces in Access Server ID

The NetPoint 6.1.1 setup and upgrade does not add any spaces to the Access Server ID.

Workaround:  Ensure that the Access Server ID in your older installation does not 
include spaces. Also, ensure that the Access Server entry in the policy directory does 
not contain spaces and that the Access Server entry in aaa_server_config.lst does not 
contain spaces.

Problem:  (Defect #18368) Online help contains a minor typo for Attribute Access 
applet help. For example:

Navigate to User Manager > User Identity Configuration > Attribute Access 
Control > Assigning User Attribute view and modify privileges > To select 
multiple attributes > Help

Solution:  The term “preceeding” will be changed to “preceding” in the next release. 

Problem:  (Defect #18371) You may encounter an Access Server installer error:
Error: path2ca - value can not be empty cannot complete installation using the 
GUI. Must use the configureAAAServer utility post install.

Note: This error occurs only when the wrong parameter is specified during Access 
Server installation or when you invoke the configureAAAServer separately in silent 
mode. This error does not occur when the configureAAAServer tool runs successfully. 

Solution:  Ensure all parameters are correctly specified during Access Server 
installation or when you invoke the configureAAAServer utility separately in silent 
mode.

Problem:  (Defect #18390) You may not be able to set up the Access Server when the 
all of the following conditions exist:

a. Oblix and policy data directory servers are in Open mode 
b. User data directory server is in SSL mode
c. Transport security mode is Cert 
d. You attempt to directly install transport security mode certificates without 
first requesting them.

Workaround:  

1. Install and setup the COREid System and Access Manager, as described in the 
NetPoint 7.0 Installation Guide.

2. Start installing the Access Server and be sure to specify Open mode connection 
to the Oblix/policy data directory server.
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3. Continue Access Server installation and be sure you initiate a request for 
certificate when asked: 
Request for certificate

Note: Do not attempt to install a certificate without first requesting a 
certificate. After requesting the certificate, you are returned to the screen that 
asks if you want to install the certificate and you continue with step 4.

4. After requesting a certificate and completing all related questions, click Install 
Certificate and continue Access Server installation as usual. You will now be 
able to successfully configure the Access Server.

Problem:  (Defect #18398) When you create an ODBC data source definition that 
specifies Windows authentication as the security mode for connecting a COREid 
component to an SQL Server database, the connection will fail even if you leave the 
logon credentials (login name and password) blank in both the ODBC data source 
definition and the associated RDBMS profile in COREid. This is because the values 
returned for UID and PWD are simply empty strings, which COREid code cannot 
interpret correctly, rather than “NULL,” which COREid can parse correctly.
Solution:  Do not use Windows authentication. Instead, verify that you specified 
“mixed-mode authentication” when you installed the SQL Server. If needed, uninstall 
SQL Server, then reinstall it taking care to specify “mixed-mode” security. Henceforth, 
specify “SQL Server mode” whenever you need to specify a security mode for either 
an ODBC data source definition or an RDBMS instance within an RDBMS profile.  

Also, ensure that the specifics for all connection details associated with a particular 
DSN in an RDBMS instance match exactly with the corresponding attributes specified 
for all ODBC data source definitions across COREid that specify the same DSN.

Problem:  (Defect #18408) A corrupted schema and/or data in your directory server 
instance results in an error during the COREid Server upgrade. During a data upgrade, 
you will see the message below:

Schema migration failed.  

The log file contains repeated entries with the error “No such attribute”.

Solution:  Before the upgrade, ensure that the schema and data on your directory server 
instance is free of any corruption.

Problem:  (Defect #18452) You may not be able to log in to the COREid System after 
setup when you have NDS as the directory server.
Workaround:  Use an LDAP editor such as Microsoft's LDP or through your directory 
server's management interface to increase the obDBAgentMaxConnections to a value 
greater than 1 in your DB profile database instance on the COREid Server. The location 
of the obDBAgentMaxConnections attribute is:
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DS_instance_hosting_Oblix_data > Oblix > obcontainerID=DBAgents 
> obname=COREid_Server_instance_ID > obname 
Date_stamp_when_COREid_Server_instance_was_created > 
obDBAgentMaxConnections

Installing and Uninstalling Patch Releases
You use a COREid patch release to upgrade the COREid System or Access System on 
supported platforms. You can use this patch release to upgrade a COREid 7 installation 
to COREid 7.0.4.

Important: Before you install this patch, see “Upgrade Tips” on page 4. 

The following characteristics describe patch releases:

• Patch releases are cumulative. Each patch release includes fixes from all previous 
releases of the same series.

• COREid patch release files should be kept separate from your other COREid 
installation files. 

• COREid patch release files can be uninstalled only if the original patch files are 
available.

Applying a Patch Release on Windows Systems
The steps to apply a patch release on Windows systems are listed below. Remember 
that you complete this procedure for each COREid component using only the single 
_binary_parameter package for that component.

Only English-language message files are updated automatically. If you have message 
files for languages other than English, and you want to upgrade to COREid 7.0.4 from 
a prior version, you must migrate, because patch releases do not update these 
non-English message files.

To apply a patch release on Windows

1. Stop the COREid component you are patching (for example, the COREid 
Server).

2. Back up the component. 

3. From a command-line window, go to the directory where you downloaded the 
patch.
COREid patch releases are distributed as ZIP files with file names similar to the 
following: 
NetPoint7_0_1_Patch_win32_COREid_Server 
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4. Unzip the patch release file to a temporary directory. 
You will now have a directory that contains two subdirectories:
NetPoint7_0_1_Patch_win32_COREid_Server_binary_parameter
NetPoint7_0_1_Patch_win32_COREid_Server_message_en-us

5. From a command-line window, navigate to the temporary directory containing 
the _binary_parameter files.
For example:
NetPoint7_0_1_Patch_win32_COREid_Server_binary_parameter

6. From the temporary _binary_parameter directory, type the following command 
and press Enter:
patchinst.exe 

Note: The .exe program upgrades one instance at a time. For example, if you 
have multiple COREid Servers, repeat these steps for each COREid Server you 
want to upgrade. 

7. When prompted, type the name of the directory where you want to install the 
new release. 
You must install the new release in the same location as the component you are 
patching, for instance: 
install_dir\access
install_dir\identity 
The .exe program upgrades the component and creates a new directory that 
contains a backup of your original COREid files from before the patch was 
installed. The command window displays a prompt when the patch is complete.

8. Restart the component you patched. 

9. Repeat the process above to install the patch for each COREid component.

Applying a Patch Release on Unix Systems
The steps to apply a patch release on Unix systems are listed below. Remember that 
you complete this procedure for each COREid component using only the single 
_binary_parameter package for that component.

Only English-language message files are updated automatically. If you have message 
files for languages other than English, and you want to upgrade to COREid 7.0.4 from 
a prior version, you must migrate, because patch releases do not update these 
non-English message files.
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To apply a patch release on Unix

1. Stop the COREid component you are patching (for example, COREid Server). 

2. Back up the component you are patching. 

3. From a shell window, if you are not logged in as the root user, switch the user 
to the root user. 

4. Go to the directory where you downloaded the patch release. 
COREid patch releases are distributed as compressed (*.Z) files, for instance: 
NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server.tar.z 

5. Uncompress the installer file. 
For example, to uncompress the COREid Server patch release, you would type: 
# uncompress NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server.tar.z 

6. Unpack the component using the tar command: 
# tar –xvf NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server.tar 

You will now have a directory that contains two subdirectories:
NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server_binary_parameter 
NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server_message_en-us 

7. Locate your temporary _binary_parameter installation directory.
For example:
NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server_binary_parameter

8. From your temporary _binary_parameter installation directory, start the install 
script by typing:
./patchinst 

Note: The installation program patches one instance of a component at a time. 
For example, if you have multiple COREid Servers, repeat these steps for each 
COREid Server you want to upgrade. 

9. When prompted, type the name of the directory where you want to install the 
patch release. 
You must install the new release in the same location as the component you are 
patching, for instance: 
install_dir/access
install_dir/identity 
The installation program patches the component and creates a new directory 
with a backup of your original COREid files from before the patch was 
installed. The shell window displays a prompt when the patch is complete. 

10.Restart the component you patched. 
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11.Repeat the process above to install the patch for each COREid component.

Uninstalling on Windows Systems
The steps to remove a patch release from Windows systems are listed below. 
Un-patching the binary also removes the message updates.

To uninstall on Windows

1. Stop the COREid component and any application connecting to COREid 
components.

2. Open a command window and change to the _binary_parameter directory 
where the patch release is located. 
For example: 
NetPoint7_0_1_Patch_win32_COREid_Server_binary_parameter

3. Type the following, then press Enter:
patchinst.exe -u 

4. Type the full path to the component’s installation directory and press Enter. 
For example, a typical path could be: 
C:\NetPoint\identity 

The patch release is now removed and the system is restored to the original COREid 
installation before you applied the patch. 

Uninstalling on Unix Systems
The steps to remove a patch release from Unix systems are listed below. Un-patching 
the binary also removes the message updates.

To uninstall on Unix

1. Stop the COREid component and any application connecting to COREid 
components.

2. Open a shell window and change to the directory where the patch release is 
located.
For example: 
NetPoint7_0_1_patch_sparc-s2_COREid_Server_binary_parameter

3. Type the following, then press Enter:
patchinst -u 

4. Type the full path to the component’s installation directory and press Enter. 
For example, a typical path could be: 
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/export/home/netpoint/identity 

The patch release is now removed and the system is restored to the original COREid 
installation before you applied the patch. 

Contacting Customer Care
If you are a current Oracle COREid customer, partner, or employee, you can access 
information on the Oracle Customer Care Web site. If you cannot find an answer using 
the knowledge management system, you can log a case from the Customer Care site.

To find an answer to a problem

1. Log on to the Oracle support Web site: 
http://www.oracle.com/support/contact.html

To get help on a Severity 1 case

1. Collect the following information:

- Oracle product name and version number

- Type of computer and operating system you are using

- License number of your software

2. Phone Oracle support. The number to dial within the United States is:
1-800-223-1711

For the support phone numbers applicable to countries other than the United 
States, consult:

http://www.oracle.com/support/contact.html
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